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INTRODUCTI ON 
Confronting the United States and other nations is the prospect o 
declining resources to sat i sfy t he needs of an increasing population. 
Predictably, individual, governmental, and industrial attention turns to 
engineering and applied sciences for solutions to extremely complex problems. 
This is a oomplill~nt to the engineering profession and requires renewed 
"best efforts." 
At stake is Florida's and this nation 's ability to compete successfully 
in the marketplace, provide jobs, deli ver health care, produce energy, pro-
vide national security, maintain quality of life, etc . AchieveQent of these 
objectives will require creative/innovat i ve engineering services. Old designs 
solve yesterday's problems. The needs of today and tom:::>rrow will require new 
designs which inherently must derive f r om current education and research. 
Technological excellence has pr ovided Amer ica with ~any advantages and 
has made rrore to contribute in the f ut ure ; but i nnovation is the key, and an 
enviro~~ent that facilitates it must be maintained and cultivated -- not 
eroded. 
To that end the creative efforts of College of Engineering faculty and 
students (as reflected herein) are dedicated. Personal, professional, insti-
tutional, and governmental policies must. facilitate rather than obstruct the 
crucial creative process. 
We are pleased to present herewith t he sixth Resume of Research Activi-
ties of the faculty and students of the College of Engineering. The dollar 
volume of ''research-in-force'' exceeded $700 , 000 for the year. The nunlber of 
persons involved, the number of sponsored and unsponsored projects, and the 
number of publications resulting therefr om all show increases over last year. 
Robert D. Kersten 
~an 
iii 
rOR\·.fPJ~D 
The cultural, economic, and social stability of the peoples of the \VOr ld 
partly depend on research. Stability with circumspect advancEments is 
derived from the labors of research. The goals of research tend toward 
developn1ent of basic laws governing natural phenomena and the application of 
technology using existing data for more satisfying life. Results of research 
endeavors affect life. 
The technical challenges and social deT1U1ds of the early 1970's have 
precipitated a need for research in the areas of energy sources, environr.1ental 
quality, and cost-effective resource utilization. Scarce resources and 
increasing demands require a precise definition of existing resource quanti-
ties and a standard of living with alternative engineering solutions. These 
solutions must avoid, lessen, or renove those irnpacts that \\Ould continue or 
initia"te social decay. The College of Engineering Research Program was 
directed toward the improvanent of reliable energy sources, environmental 
amenities, and resource distribution. 
Now is the time to be an Engineer engaged in research. The opportunities 
for contribution in applied and basic research are developing at a rapid pace. 
Technical and managerial in1provements for energy independence, health, welfare 
and envirorunental quality are required. Research efforts and publications in 
this report are focused on the applied portion of research in these areas. 
Practical and profitable advances are evident. ~ben appropriate, the inter-
dependencies of the energy and envirorunental areas have been recognized. >. 
\Vhat we collectively leave for future generations depends to a great 
extent on our awareness and use of research. The execution of research 
within the constraints of existing knowledge can better our life. To accom-
plish this, the research must use serenity , courage, and wisdan in his work. 
He. m£M.t be. gJtante.d .the. -Oe.Jte.nUy .to ac..c..e.p.t :the. 
.th.tng.o he. c.a.nno.t c..hang e., c..oUJc..ag e. .to c..hang e. .the. 
.thing.o he. c.a.n, and .the. w~dom .to QYLOW .the. ~6-
6 e.Jte.nc..e.. 
The activities in this report are a credit to those researchers with creative 
performance that results in benefits for future generations. 
iv 
Martin Paul Wanielista, PhD, P .E. 
Gordon J. Barnett Professor of 
Envirorunental Systens Ianaganent 
D~~'S OFFICE REPORT 
The year 1976-77 \vas another excellent year for the College of Engi-
neering. Enrollments, degrees granted, and research and service related 
activities all increased during the year. This report describes the rrore 
important developments of the year and summarizes research activities for 
the year. 
This year marked the end of the third year of operation under the "pro-
fessional school'' concept. This step, taken by the Engineering Faculty in 
the Fall of 1974, places emphasis on a total engineering education program 
of Engineering and continues research and service responsive to the State of 
Florida ~Dd National needs. 
CDE Faculty have responded extremely well to this concept. They are 
going the ''second mile'' in guaranteeing continued professional competence, 
achieving professional registration, and interacting with the many profes-
sional technical and learned societies that impact on our way of life . 
The College received notice of accreditation action by the Engineers' 
Council for Professional Development during the year. All five engineering 
curricula are now accredited at the basic (ESE) level and at the advanced 
(MSE) level. 
Cooperative efforts among all SUS Engineering Colleges (FTU, USF, UF, 
FAU) continued and resulted in (a) favorable legislative action regarding 
participation in the Engineering and Industrial Experiment Station activi-
ties by all units and (b) initiation of the State Technical Assistance Cen-
ters (&AC), partially funded by NASA and Florida Department of Corrmerce 
(FrO, UF, USF) . 
Engineering students continue to receive a variety of scholarly and 
professional recognitions. James Kohler ( IElYlS) received the first Ernst 
Goldstein Scholarship, Stephen Livenoore (EECS) was the first Co-op student 
to receive the NASA Sustained Superior Performance Award, the local Society 
of Women Engineers was honored as the "outstanding" new chapter in the Uni-
ted States, and Epsilon Chi Pi petitioning group to Tau Beta Pi was offi-
cially invited to the annual conference at Purdue University in October, 
1977 where final action on their petition will be tru(en. 
Drs. Denning, Gambrell, Kersten and Schrader served on the Engineers' 
Council for Professional Development and/or Southern Association for Col-
leges and Schools accreditation visiting corrmi ttees during the year. Dr. 
Gambrell serves as an alternate member of the Board of Directors and as a 
Council Menber of :ocPD. 
'I\vo faculty (Drs. Carroll and Rapson) received NASA/ ASEE Stunner Faculty 
Fellowships during the year. Dr. Gambrell served on the Scientific Adv· sory 
Group of the U.S. Anny Test and Evaluation Corrmand, Dr. Schrader continued 
as Vice President of AIIE, and Dr. Kersten was named Vice Chainnan of the 
Board of Trustees of the Institute for Certification of Engineering Tech-
nicians sponsored by the National Society of Professional Engineers. 
The CDE Board of Visitors continued active. Manbership includes: 
Dr. George Burnet - Iowa State University 
Mr. Emory Dawkins - Dawkins and Associates, Inc. 
Dr. William L. Everitt - University of Illinois 
~ 
Mr. Richard For berg - Proctor and Gamble Company 
Dr. Harold B. Gotaas - Northwestern University 
Dr. Richard E. Grace -Purdue University 
Dr. ~~rvin Gustavson - Lawrence Livermore Laboratory 
Dr. George J. Huebner, Jr. - Chrysler Corporation (Retired) 
Mr. Donald C. Latham - Martin Marietta Aerospace 
Nlr. Paul D. 0 'Donnell - Westinghouse Electric Corporation 
Dr. James Renier - Honeywell, Inc. 
Mr. ~tiles Ross - National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Senator John Vogt - Cocoa P-each 
Mr. H. L. Wilhite - Florida Gas Company 
Agenda items considered during the year were (1) Economic Development, 
(2) ]mproved Productivity in Industry, (3) Technology Transfer to Developing 
Countries, and ( 4) Impact of R & D Expenditures on Productivi t y. The Board 
of Visitors has been a vital element in the development of ODE programs in 
recent years. 
Finally, the ''second mile'' efforts of the many faculty and students in 
research and service activities is acknowledged. Persons inter ested in any 
of the topics included in this report are invited to contact t he appropriate 
Principal Investigator. 
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Chain'llan: J. Paul Hartman 
Faculty: v. H. Baldwin, D. L. Block, w. E. Carroll, C. D. Cooper, 
R. H. Faga...'l. ' D. R. J enkins , H. D. Kersten, w. 1. .1cLellon, 
~.1. P. Wanielista, andY. A. Yousef 
TI1e Civil Engineering and Environmental Sciences Deparunent has main-
tained a very active posture during the 1976-77 year . There were increased 
class sizes in the discipline courses at both the basic (undergraduate ) and 
advanced (graduate) levels. The current option offer ed by the department 
is in Environmental Engineering. 
Research within the department continued strong . Dr. Yousef, Director 
of the Environmental Systems Engineering Institute , made appr eciable progress 
on his research on mixing in lakes due to boating activit i es . He al so was a 
co-director of the highly successful SEEK 76 confer ence whi ch was held at 
FTU in August 1976. Dr. Wanielista has been working on three research efforts-
the fate of automobile related pollutants, groundv~ter and surface water qual-
ity from an underdrain system, and the most cost-effect i ve method for treat-
ing stonnwater. Dr. Jenkins has been working on the pr oblen of stresses du 
to inclusions in materials, and is doing both experimental and analytical 
work (finite element) on this proble.n. Dr. Hartman has continued his NSF 
research on finite elanent analysis of the pressuranet er t est . Dr . Carroll 
continues his finite element research and made a paper pr esent ation at the 
International Symposium on Innovative ~Uillerical Analysi s in Applied Engineer-
ing Sciences in Versailles, France, in May 1977. Dr. Waniel ista was awarded 
the 1977 FTU Foundation Award for Excellence in Research. 
Departmental faculty have been active in technical society and profes-
sional development 1NOrk and are members of local, r egional , or national com-
mittees within a number of these societies. Dr. J enkins has been the faculty 
advisor for the ASCE Student Chapter as well as for the College of Engineering 
honorary society, Epsilon Chi Pi, which had a visit this past year from Tau 
Beta Pi and is petitioning association with that organization . Dr . ~.1cLellon 
served as Vice President for Professional Affairs of the Florida Engineer'ng 
Society during 1976-1977. 
Statistically, the CEES departQent graduated 8 BSE students and 10 ~' 
~1SE, or MSESM students (August 1976 - June 1977). The faculty had $234,000 
in grants effective during the 1976-77 fiscal year . Several research propo-
sals have been submitted for funding in 1977-78 and the faculty continue to 
be active in national and state professional and community service activities. 
CE&S students both undergraduate and graduate cont i nue to be active on 
faculty research projects. CEES students, David Ponsford and J eff Telander 
received College of Engineering Scholarship Awards in the Spring of 1977 , 
David the Special Florida Engineering Society Sophomore Scholarship and Jeff 
the Florida Engineering Society Senior Scholarship . I n addition, J ff was 
selected to be a member of the President's Leader ship Council for the Uni-
versity. 
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AJBLICATIONS AND PRESEHTATIOflS oF PROFESSIOf'iAL PAPERS 
l. BlOCK, D. L., "A Unified Profession - Can It Be Done?," FES Journal, 
December, 1976. 
2. CARROlL, W. E. , D. R. JENKil'JS, and T. L. TVADE, "A Cylindrical Inclusion 
Encased in a Soft Inter layer, 11 Proceedings of the Fifteenth Hic:b.vestern 
I\lechanics Conference, Vol. 8, University of Illinois at Chicago Circle, 
Chicago, IL, Barch, 1977. 
3. CARROlL, W. E. , 1 User Oriented ~.1esh Refinements in the Discrete Element 
Analysis Technique," Proceedings of the Second International Conference 
on Vehicle Structural Mechanics, Southfield, II, April, 1977. 
4. CAF.ROlL, W. E., "On the Reformulation of the Finite Element Method," Pro-
ceedings of the International ~jmposium on Innovative Numerical AnalySIS 
in Applied Engineering Science, Versailles (France), May, 1977. 
5. GOLDI:t-!i, B. J., and M.P. \'lANIELISTA, "Loading Rates and Pollutants,'' 
Urban Hydrology Workshop, Florida Technological UniversityjASCE, Lake 
Buena Vista, FL, September 23, 1976. 
6. HARIMAN, J. P. , W. M. McLELT ON, M. P. WANIELISTA, and Y. A. YCXJSEF, 
''A Five Year Basic and Advanced Level Program in Environmental Engineer-
ing," ASEE Annual Conference, Knoxville, TN, June 14-17, 1976. 
7. HARTMAN, J. P. , "Pocket Calculators and Classroan Testing - Additional 
Suggestions,'' Journal of the Educational Research and Methods Division, 
American Society for Engineering Education, Vol . 9, No. 1, Fall, 1976. 
8. FARTIAAN, J. P. , and W. M. MeT EI JON, Discussion of "Is Undergraduate En-
vironmental Engineering Education Desirable?," Journal of the Environ-
mental Engineering Division, American Society of Civil Engineers, 
February, 1977. 
9. HARnviAN, J. P. , and W. M. MeT .EI .TON, Discussion of paper by P. W. Purdom 
"Is Undergraduate Environmental Engineering Education Desirable?," 
Journal :EED, Proc. ASCE, 103, EEl, 141-142, February, 1977. 
10. KERSrEN', R. D. , "Professional Development for Engineering Faculty," 
Proceedings, Specialty Conference on Ethics, Professionalisn and Hain-
taining Competence, P.m1erican Society of Civil Engineers, Ohio State 
University, March 10-11, 1977. 
11. KERSTEN, R. D., and J. M. SNA.RroNIS, ''Facilitating Innovation on the 
Part of the Engineering Team·," Professional Engineer, Vol. 47, No. 6, 
June lff77. 
12. ~1cLELI..DN, W. M., "Professionalisn," Preprints, Annual 1eeting, Flor · cla 
Section, ASCE, Orlando, FL, September 23-25, 1976. 
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13. Wfu'liELISTA, ~~1. P . , ' Design Storms and the Canputation of Excess no 
Urban Hydrology Workshop, Florida Technologica l Univer sit y 1 1\SCE a.lz 
Buena Vi s t a , FL, September 23 , 1976 . 
14. WANIELISTA, M. P ., Y. A. YOOSEF, J . IZZO, and G. BAP~GONA, "Nonpoint 
Eff ects f rom a Pasture and Woodland Area,'' 1976 Annua l Meet i ng o the 
American Societ y of Agricul tural Engineers, Univer s ity of Nebraska, 
Lincoln, June 27-30 , 1976. 
15. WANIELISTA, M. P. , Y. A. Ya.JSEF, and ·w. .1. McLELI.DN, "Nonpoint Source 
Effects on Water Quality , '' J ournal Water Pollution Control Federation, 
Vol. 49, No. 3, March, 1977, pp . 441-451. 
16. WANIELISTA, M. P. , Y. A. YOUSEF , and W. M. McLELIDN, ''Transient Water 
Quality Responses fran Nonpoint Sources," J ournal Water Pollut i on 
Control Federation, March 1977, pp. 441-451. 
17. YOUSEF, Y. A. , M. P. WANIELISTA, et . al. , Waste load Allocation for 
11 
Tampa Bay Tributaries, Technical Report, ESEI-76-S, Florida Technological 
University, July, 1976. 
18. Ya.JSEF, Y. A., and E. GIDYNA, "A Transport Model for long Tenn Radio-
nuclides Release into a Stre rum Ecosystem," to be published as a separ te 
chapter in Volume 8.2 of .Advances i n Environmental Sc iences and Technol-
ogy, entitled ''Fate of Pollutants in the Air and Water Envi r onments , " 
to be published by John W. Wiley & Sons, Inc. , the final r eview was made 
March 16, 1977. 
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1. 
CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS, SHORT COURSES AT 
HHICH RESULTS OF RESEARCH HERE cor~1'1JNICATED 
ASEE Annual Conference, Knoxville, TN, June 14-17, 1976, ''A Fiv 
Basic and Advanced Level Program in Environmental Engineering. '' 
man, McLellan, Wanielista, Yousef) 
y 
(H t-
2. SEEK 76, FTU, Orlando, FL, August 1-4, 1976. 
a) "Group Dynamics Sessions on Energy and Environment. " (Wanielista) 
b) "Tov;ard Century Three: Our American Engineering Heritage." 
(Hartman) 
c) "General Conference." (Yousef) 
3. Orange County Science Teachers Association, Rollins College , Winter Park, 
FL, August 24, 1976, ''Toward Century Tlrree: Our American Engineering 
Heritage.'' (Hartman) 
4. Urban Hydrology Workshop, FTU and ASCE, Orlando, FL, Septenber 23, 1976. 
a) "Design Storms and the Canputation of Excess Runoff." (Wanielista) 
b) "loading Rates and Pollutants." (Golding, Wanielista) 
5. Florida Section, American Society of Civil Engineers, Annual Meeting, 
Orlando, FL, September 23-25, 1976. 
a) ''Toward Century Three: Our American Engineering Heritage.'' 
(Hartman) 
b) ''Prof essionalisn. '' (McLellan) 
6. Florida Pollution Control Association and Florida Section American Water 
Works Association, Joint Annual Meeting, Tampa, FL, October 24-27, 1976, 
"Phosphorus Profiles within the Sediments of Selected Florida Lakes." 
(Yousef, Stewart) 
7. Civil Engineering Department SEminar, North Carolina State University, 
Raleigh, NC, December 2, 1976, ''Our American Civil Engineering Heritage.'' 
(Hartman) 
8. East Central Branch, Florida Section, American Society of Civil Eng·n 
Orlando, FL, December 14, 1976, "Hellenistic and Ronan Engineering." 
(Hartman) 
9. State of Florida 208 Project Directors Meeting, January 20, 1977 and Ap-
ril 6, 1977, ''Runoff Quality and Quantity fran Urban Lake Uses. '' (Wan-
ielista) 
10. Senior Seminar, University of South Florida, Tampa, FL, February 22, 
1977, ''Toward Century Three: Our American Engineering Heritage. '' (Har -
man) -
11. U.S. EPA Symposium on Rate Constants, Coefficients, and Kinetics Fonnu -
tion in Surface Water Modeling, Concord, CA, February 22-25, 1977, "Sea-
sonal Variations of Rate Coefficients fran a Stream in Florida." (Youse ) 
6 
12. Zero Population Growth, College of H1.ID1ani ties and Fine Arts and F or· d 
Endo\\ment for the Hmnani ties Conference on "Will My Child Have a House 
His Own?'' ''Can Technology Help to Solve Present and Future Prob Re-
lated to Home Ownership?" FTU, Orlando, FL, February 24-25, 1977 . 
(McLellan) 
13. American Society of Civil Engineers, Specialty Conference on Ethics, o-
fessionalism and Maintaining Competence, Ohio State University, 1~ch lO-
ll, 1977. 
a) "Professional Developnent for Engineering Faculty . " (Kersten) 
b) 'Driving Forces for DEID)nstration of Proficiency.'' (Kersten) 
c) "Certificate of Continued Professional Developnent." (Block) 
14. Fifteenth Midwestern Mechanics Conference, University of Illinois at Chi-
cago Circle, March 25, 1977, ''A Cylindrical Inclusion Encased in a Soft 
Interlayer." (Jenkins, Carroll, Wade) 
15. ASEE Southeastern Section Annual Meeting, Civil Engineering Division, 
Tampa, FL, April 5, 1977, ''Our American Civil Engineering Heritage. '' 
(Hartman) 
16. Second International Conference on Vehicle Structural Mechanics, South-
field' MI' April 1977' I ruser Oriented Mesh Refinements in the Discrete 
Element Analysis Technique." (Carroll) 
17. International Symposium on Innovative Numerical Analysis in Applied Engi-
neering Science, Versailles (France), May 1977, "On the Reformulation of 
the Finite Element Method." (Carroll) 
18. ASCE Workshop on Florida Water Problems, University of South Florida, 
Tampa, FL, June 9-10, 1977, ''Direct Use of Wastewater - The Case For.'' 
(Wanielista) 
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~SlJ.~ES OF SPO:tORfD RESEL\RCH 
TITLE: Finite Element Analysis of the Presur 1eter Test 
in Cohesive Haterials 
PRINCIPAL I NVESTIGAIDR: Dr. J. P. Hartman, P.E. 
Sl=ONSORING AGENCY: National Science Foundation 
GRANI' NUMBER: NSF ENG 75-05331 
ABSTRACT 
The objective of this research is to extend analytic capability for 
interpreting presuremeter test data from the one din1ensional to the three 
dimensional case. This will be accomplished by utilizing existing data in 
conjunction with a recently developed finite element program. Parametric 
studies of a nonlinear cohesive model will include: borehole disturbance 
and unloading, cohesion, l~it pressure and failure criteria. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Inclusion Stresses 
:PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. D. R. Jenkins, P. E . 
SPONSORING AGENCY: FTU In-House Research Project 
GRANT NUMBER: 18-20000-046 
ABSTRACT 
The three-d~ensional state of stress in a polyester resin matrix 
containing a single glass rod reinforcement element is being determined by 
scattered light photoelastici ty. Primary interest is in the r egion near the 
tip of the inclusion. The experimental WJrk on this research is well a ong 
since both the laser-optical system for ~aking measurements and the scanning 
photaneter system for interpreting measurements have been developed. In 
addition, analysis of the stresses in a spec~en of this type is being done 
by a finite element technique using the SAP IV program. Part of the work 
has already been reported in a paper titled, "A Cylindrical Inclusion 
Encased in a Soft Interlayer", by D. R. Jenkins, T. L. Wade, and W. E. 
Carroll which was presented at the 15th Midwest Mechanics Conference in 
March, 1977. 
* * * * * * * * 
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TITLE : Water Quality Fran an Underdrain Systen in Seminole 
County, Florida 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IDR: Dr . M. P . Wanielista, P .E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: Seminole County Planning Division 
GRANT NUMBER: :FTU # 111620004 
ABSTRACT 
Relative to non-drained environments, drained areas provide environments 
which reduce the probability of disease transmission. Drainage of land areas 
will also improve economic value and recreation activities. \Vhen land is 
drained, increases in water volume, peak discharge, and pollutants are pos-
sible. However, an underdrain (french drain) system ·would slowly release 
water, thus peak discharges may be less than pre-drainage conditions, and 
the soil acts to filter poll utants . 
Water quality and flow es t imates are made on a bi-roonthly basis. Sam-
pling is done for nutrients, bacteriological, organics, and physicochemical 
parameters. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Best Management Practices for Nonpoint Sources 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA1DR: Dr. M. P . Wanielista, P .E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: Environmental Protection Agency 
GRANT NUMBER: Orlando Area 208 
A B ST RACT 
The research duration i s f or 15 rronths. This abstract reports on the 
first 12 rronths of the research. 
Nonpoint source eff ects in terms of loading rates (mass) and concentra-
tion for selected pollutants have been documented for the State of Florida, 
but are not canplete. Missi ng are data related to specific land uses. In 
addition, there is little hydrologic and water quality data for the effi-
ciencies of land intensive management practices for the abatement of nonpoint 
source effects. 
Reasons for the choi ce of · ma.nagenent methods must be doCl.IIl'Ented and 
existing data gathered for evaluation . From this data, best engineering and 
economic judgements mus t be made to develop generalized cost-effective de-
sign and operating management practices. In the Central Florida region, 
management practices are being utilized . 
Hydrologic and wat er quality data has been collected for at least 6 
storm events on 9 management practices . The practices are (1) diversion to 
9 
percolation, (2) percolation, (3) swales with percolation (4) swale , (5) 
cypress strand, (6) sed~entation basin, (7) underdrains, (8) fabric bag, 
and (9) vacuum sv~eping . The cost and efficiency of these basins have be n 
est~ated from field collected data. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Roadside Deposition of Automobile Related Pollutants 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATDRS: Dr. M. P. Wanielista, P . E. , Dr. R. Gennaro and Mr . 
SPONSORING AGENCIES: 
GR.Ai\IT NUMBER: 
R. Fagan 
State Board of Regents and State Department of 
Transportation 
STAR 76-7093 
. ABSTRACT 
This is a prel~inary report for a 15 rronth research project . The report 
is for the first 9 months. 
Transportation right-of-ways have and will continue to be vital in our 
American social and economic systan. Efforts to min~ize the environrnenta 
~act of the activities within these right-of-ways are consistent with 
pr~ concerns related to our natural resources and secondary concerns 
related to health and general environmental management. 
Because of the need for safety, transportation systems (especially 
highways) are elevated above water levels. Therefore, drainage for storm-
water runoff must be provided. However, this drainage carries roadv;ay 
pollutants (oil, nutrients, and organics) into the shallow-v~ter roadside 
ditches and environments adjacent to the roadways . Infonnation received 
fran the Florida Department of Transportation (IXJr) indicates that over 58 
square miles of land, in Florida, are committed to roadside ditching. 
The eventual disposition of the pollutants in the environment is rela-
tively unlmown. Questions regarding the concentrations of these pollutants 
in the plants, animals, soil, and water with their ult~te levels of cone n-
trations should be documented to determine ultimate environmental manag nt 
practices of the shallow-water roadside ditch. Field collected samples .for 
metals and hydrocarbons are being evaluated. Preliminary results indicate 
that the metals are being stored in the soils ~ediately adjacent to the 
roadway. 
* * * * * * * * 
lO 
TITLE: Waste load Allocations for Tampa Bay Tributari 
PRINCIPAL INVESI'IGA'IDRS: Dr. Y. A. Yousef, P.E. and Dr. M. P. Wanie ista, .E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: Department of Environmental Regulations 
GR.Al'IT Nill.1BER: :ITO # 111620002 
ABSTRACT 
Streams and estuaries are utilized as carriers of treated wastewater 
and those who deal in water management will have to decide on the degree o.f 
treatment necessary before the discharge takes place. Wastewater treatment 
facilities discharging their effluent into Tampa Bay Tributaries locat in 
Hillsborough, Manatee, Pinellas, Polk, and Sarasota co1.mties were investi-
gated. Estimates for their acceptable wasteloads were developed through the 
use of River and Estry mathematical rocxiels. Effluent limitations, in terms 
of carbonaceous and nitrogenous biochemical oxygen demand that should not 
depress the dissolved oxygen in the receiving stream during dry weather con-
ditions below 5 mgjl, were determined. Analyses during wet weather condi-
tions and l~iting nutrients were beyond the scope of this study. 
TITLE: 
* * * * * * * * 
Mixing Effects Due to Boating Activities in 
Shallow Lakes 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IDRS: Dr. Yo A. Yousef, P.E., Dr. Vl. M. McLellan, P.E., 
and Mr 0 R. Fagan 
SPONSORING AGENCY: 
GRANT NUMBER: 
U.S. Department of Interior, Office of Water Re-
search and Technology 
13-34-0001-6203 
ABSTRACT 
The proposed research plan involves laboratory and field investigations 
to determine m:Lxing effects due to ooating activities on shallow lal(es. The 
main approach in the investigation is to quantify physical, chemical, and 
biological changes in selected shallow lakes due to agitation from limited 
boating activities. Relationships between agitation and resuspension o 
sediments will be developed 0 Various horse power rrotors will be rrounted on 
boats and different lakes will be tested. Initiation of a predictive model 
to detennine the allowable boating traffic on a particular lake will be 
attempted. 
_ Laboratory and field data will be correlated for possible appl.cat·on 
in setting up guidelines by interested agencies and local groups. 
* * * * * * * * 
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PfSUf'tS OF UNSffiNSORED RES~~RCH 
TITLE: Engineering Enrolln~nt and Degree Data 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAWR: Dr . D. L. Block, P. E. 
ABSTRACT 
Computer pr ogram i s wr itten and currently is being debugged . Once com-
pleted, parametric studies of engineering enrol~ent and degree data will be 
conducted. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Finite Element Methods 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAWR: Dr. W. E. Carroll, P.E. 
AB STRACT 
Two papers were written this quarter. One of these papers is being con-
sidered for presentation at "The Second National Symposium on Vehicle Struc-
tural Mechanics'' in Detroit, Michigan . The second paper will be presented at 
the "International Symposium on Innovative Numerical Analys i s i n Applied En-
gineering Science" in Versai lles, France . The author also implemented t he 
computer programs DESAP I, DESAP I I , and SAP IV on the Fro computer system. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Historic American Engineering Record 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IDR: Dr. J. P . Hartman, P.E. 
A BSTRACT 
Informal inventory of historic engineering works in Florida has continu 
Several more sites have been l ocated and inventory cards will be fo:rwarded to 
Washington in 1977-78. Hist oric talks on "Our American Engineering Heritage" 
and "Our American Civil Engineering Heritage" have been given at local and 
regional meetings, including the Florida Section of the ASCE and the South-
eastern Region of the ASEE . These presentations have also been made at the 
University of South Florida and North Carolina State Univer s i ty . A joint pro-
posal to develop a course on Amer i can Engineering Transportation History with 
Princeton University has been submitted to the National Endowment for the 
Humanities. 
PUBLICATIONS: Hartman, J .P . ''Civil Engineer ing Landmarks: State 
of Florida,'' Florida Sect i on, American Society of 
Civil Engineers, Bicentennial Project 1975-76. 
J2 
TITLE: 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: 
Hartman, J . P. ' 'Toward Century Three : Our Amer · c 
Civil Engineering Heritage '' American Society o 
Civil Engineers, Flori da Section Annual :leeting, 
September 23, 1976, Orlando , Florida . 
* * * * * * * * 
Glass Rod Inclusion 
Dr . D. R . Jenkins, P .E. 
AB S TRACT 
A finite element analysi s was carried out to det ennine str esses near an 
elastic inclusion anbedded i n a polymer matrix. The problem vva.s treated as 
an axisymmetric one so that loading in the direction of the axis of the in-
clusion only was considered. The effect of a low~dulus interlayer between 
the inclusion and the matrix was investigated . Preliminary work done here 
eventually became part of a paper presented at the 15th Midwestern Mechanics 
Conference under the title, "A Cylindrical Inclusion Encased in a Soft Inter-
layer," by D. R. Jenkins , T. L. Wade , and W. E. Carroll. 
TITLE: 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: 
* * * * * * * * 
Engineering Education and Economic Development 
(Parameters f or Public Policy in Florida) 
Dr. R. D. Kersten, P.E. 
ABST RACT 
Review of information relative to engineering and engineering education 
as a major force for economic growth . Determination of s tatistical parameters 
such as population, per capita incorre , degree producti vity, Federal R & D sup-
port, university research, and college age enrollrrents . Analysis o parame-
ters comparing Florida and the United States as a whole are presented. 
PUBLICATION: Ker sten , R.D. "Engineer i ng Education and Economic 
Development," FTU fCDE Ins titut i onal Research R port, 
March 1977. 
* * * * * * * * 
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TITLE: Professional Development for Engineering Faculty 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA1DR : Dr . R. D. Kersten, P .E. 
ABSTRACT 
A review of pertinent information related to engineering faculty acti-
vities and need f or some measure of maintenance of competence. Such factors 
as formal study, training/continuing education, summer work experience, stu-
dent evaluation of teaching , research acquisition, publications, presentations, 
society activities, professional registration, community service efforts, ad 
hoc consulting, etc. are consider ed . 
A case study review of a faculty situation before and after the faculty 
tmposed (1) professional regi stration, (2 ) evidence of maintenance of compe-
tence, and (3) evidence of prof essi onal service activities with ECPD type 
participating bodies as added cr i teria for promotion and tenure over and a-
bove university-wide criteria. 
PUBLICATION: Kersten, R.D. "Professional Developnent for Engi-
neering Faculty , " Proceedings, Specialty Conference 
on Ethi cs, Professionalism and Maintaining Compe-
t ence, Ohio State University, 1mrch 10-11, 1977. 
* * * * * * * * 
l4 
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ABSTRACTS OF r·~~STER ' S DEGREE RESEARCH REPORTS ~~~[) THESES 
TITLE: Infi l tration in Stonnvater Detention/Percolation 
Basin Design 
CANDIDATE: Rober t D. Beaver 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. J. Paul Hartman 
ABSTRACT 
Investigations of soi l parrumeters, infiltration testing, and storm ob-
servations are used to det ermine t he infiltration characteristics for three 
Central Florida stormwater holding basins . Basic soil parameters are inves-
tigated and a value for available soil water storage is computed from these 
data. 
In-situ permeability and i nfi ltration tests are used to obtain field 
permeability and infiltration rates . Infiltration test results may be ap-
plied to infiltration theory. Data from infiltration tests may be verified 
using available soil water storage computed from soil pararreters. The ef-
fect of soil cover conditions i s noted and investigated using the drum in-
filtrometer. 
Stonn observations are used to confirm infiltration nxx:iels. Infrequency 
of rainfall activity limited the number and reliability of observations. 
The effects of precipitation f r equency and input intensity to the pond are 
also noted in storm observations. 
A design procedure incorporating infiltration in storrnwater retention 
basins is presented. This design procedure is based on infiltration theory 
and observed pond operati on. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Solid Waste Resource Recovery Plan for Dekalb 
County Georgia 
CANDIDATE: Ivan Ray Dory 
FACULTY ADVIOOR: Dr. Yousef A. Yousef 
ABSTRACT 
A study was made of t he feasi bility of ~lementing a system of Re-
source Recovery from the solid wastes of an urban county in Georgia. A re-
view was made of the existing solid waste management practices and present 
generation rates. A proj ection of future waste quanti ties and COJTlfX)S · t ·on 
was made. A r eview of t he pr esent state of the art of r ecovering resources 
from solid wast e ,~ made to determine what systems could be developed or 
the County. An analysis of t he estimated costs during a test year for three 
alternative syst ems f or disposal was made to determine a least cost alterna-
tive. In t hat no markets for a refuse derived fuel exist in the County and 
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all costs which may be applicable to the landfill alternative c ot be de-
fined in terms of current costs, the cost of Resource Recoverv cedes h 
costs of conventional landfilling . Recorrn1endations are for the County to 
develop markets and make provisions for future development of a syst to e-
cover resources from their wastes. In the meantime they should pursue their 
present plan of disposing of their wastes in a Sanitary Landfill. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Sewer System Design for Camp Challenge and Determination 
of Per Capita Flows from Vacation Facilities 
CANDIDATE: William C. Goucher 
FACUL'IY ADVISOR: Dr. Martin P. Wanielista 
ABSTRACT 
A sewer system was designed for Camp Challenge of the Florida Easter 
Seal Society, in Mount Plymouth, Florida, of polyvinyl chloride piping. In-
vert elevations were tabulized and necessary fittings determined for the sys-
tem. Cost estimates were also included. The sewers were designed on a per 
fixture basis so as not to overdesign using per capita flow rates. A liter-
ature and records search '\vas conducted to obtain design and actual waste-
water flow quantities in gallons per capita per day (gpcd). Actual flows 
determined frcm 4 camps and 11 travel trailer parks gave average values of 39 
and 33 gpcd, respectively, and can be used as design parameters for wastewa-
ter treatment facilities. HOwever, further investigations and intensive flow 
Ironi taring are deened necessary to provide a wider, TIDre accurate data base 
with less variability. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Factors in Modeling Floridan Aquifer Recharge 
CANDIDATE: Harlan A. Hannah 
FACUL'IY ADVISOR: Dr. J. Paul Hartman 
ABSTRACT 
The problans associated with formulation of a recharge m:xiel of the 
Floridan aquifer are examined. Alternate m:xieling techniques are discussed 
and their application to identification of recharge rates and possib re-
charge areas of the Floridan aquifer are considered. The mJre significant 
geological and hydrological characteristics of the Floridan aquifer are re-
viewed, and analog Jrodeling along with finite difference rrocleling techniques 
are discussed. Each of these techniques are outlined and their advantag s 
l6 
consider ed . Recomnendations are made in reg-ard to subsequent steps o b 
taken in development of the 1nodel . 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Removal of Hydrogen Sulfide from Ground Water in 
Central Florida 
CANDIDATE: TI1anas Gene l.Dchrane 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. Waldron M. McLellan 
ABST RACT 
The presence of hydrogen sulf ide i n a ground water source is noted by 
its rather obnoxious odor, simil ar t o a "rotten egg." Concentrations as low 
as 0.05 ppm are noticeable, theref ore , almost its entire removal is demanded 
prior to potable consumption. Hydrogen sulfide is fanned primarily by the 
decomposition of organic matter in anaerobic conditions. Removal of this 
gas has been accomplished by means of aeration, detention, and chlorination 
over the years. The mechanisms behind each of these processes are complex 
and discussed in this paper. 
During the course of t his investigation, a literature survey concerning 
the nature and sources of hydrogen sulfide , its removal by aeration and de-
tention, and the experimental methodol0ooy has been conducted. Samples were 
collected from u vo ground water locat ions in Central Florida; namely, City 
of Apopka Terrace Plant, and the City of Maitland Thistle Plant. These sam-
ples were taken before and after aeration and detained in containers similar 
to the storage tank dimensions. These samples were tested for Hydrogen Sul-
fide and pH with respect to time. 
The aerators were detennined t o remove 13 to 15 percent H2S, respec-
tively. The pH values ranged between 7 - 8 prior to detention and rose slo~ 
ly during H2S ionization to 8 - 8.6. 
Both locations were evaluated t o determine the most economic operating 
conditions. Ideally, Apopka should be removing between 30- 40 percent by 
means of aeration, and Maitland, between 40 - 50 percent. Chlorination wi 1 
remove the remaining ~S. 
Although the existing aerators were operating less than their opt~ 
removal range, they should r enain in service . This is based on deduct ·ng 
the aerator "sunk costs" from t he econanic evaluation. 
Efforts should be encouraged to improve aerator efficiencies by in-
creased agitation, contact time, and weir overflow rates in the aerator 
trays. These measures should increase the H2S reaction rate and improve its 
removal. 
Detention only removes t he odor problem, but the chlorine demand st.ll 
ranains, as exerted by the f orms HS- and s=. 
* * * * * * * * 
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TITLE: Seminole County , Florida Solid Waste Manag n P 
CANDIDATE: Paul A. Magnant 
FACUL'IY ADVISOR: Dr. Martin P. Wanielista 
ABSTRACT 
The SEminole County, Florida solid waste transportation network was 
examined to determine alternate locations of transfer s t ations . The scope 
of this study is limited to transportation and assumed disposal costs . Col-
lection costs are not included. Review of past generation records \vas con-
ducted and a per capita generation rate of 4 lbs jday was determined. This 
compared favorably to 4. 06 lbsjday for Orange and Brevard County . 
The cost per ton for the present solid waste rna.nagenent systen was com-
puted and compared to alternative systens. The present systen was compared 
to several alternatives by altering the number and changi ng the locations of 
transfer stations to arrive at an opt~ cost configuration . 
Reconmended alternate plans are provided which ar e dependent upon the 
waste generating districts participating as well as transfer station loca-
tion in the overall solid waste rna.nagenent syst en. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Dynamic and Stability Characteris tics of an Articulated 
Frame Railway Passenger Truck 
CANDIDATE: David Kenneth Platner 
FAaJLTY ADVIOOR: Dr. Wayne E. Carroll 
ABSTRACT 
1mss transit vehicles in normal rail service f r equently attain speeds 
which can excite carbody oscillations (primary hunting ), as well as sustained 
lateral oscillations of the trucks (secondary hunting ). The carbody motions 
have been shown to generate passenger discorrrrort and sustained truck hunt·n 
can lead to derailment. This thesis develops approximate equations which 
predict the carbody hunting frequencies, as well as the hunting speed o an 
articulated frame truck. The linear equations of motion are derived fran a 
simplified nx.xiel of a railway vehicle. A canparis on i ndicates the re ts 
obtained using the approximate truck hunting equation presented here are 
within ten percent of the results obtained f ran rrore rigorous approaches re-
ported by others. 
* * * * * * * * 
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TITLE: Evaluation and Use of Dynamic Analysis Capabilities 
of ICES STRIJDL I I 
CANDIDATE: Hugh M. Roberts 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. David L. Block 
ABSTRACT 
The objective of this report is to evaluate and to provide detailed 
documentation for L~ing the structural dynarrrrc analyses capabilities of the 
ICES STRUDL II program at the FTU Central Florida Regional Data Center. 
Documentation of the use of STRUDL in dynamac analysis is provided by 
the explanation of the STRUDL commands and by examples of each command . 
Subtleties and pitfalls involved in the 1.~e of the comnands are documented. 
In addition a detailed flow chart is presented showing those STRIJDL commands 
which are required and optional and showing the command sequence . Use of 
this report is meant to supplEment the ICES STRUDL I Users :Manual . 
The report also presents actual computer command input and resulting 
sample output for a plane frame example problan. For the example frame, 
dynamic analyses are presented illustrating the determination of eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors of the frame by three different methods, the frame struc-
tural response for a sinusoidal joint loading at three different frequencies 
and the frame structural response for the El Centro Earthquake loading in 
the form of joint accelerations and in the form of joint acceleration re-
sponse spectnnn. Canparative results are discussed for the example dynamic 
analyses. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: A Study of Differences in Vertical Phosphorus Profiles 
Within the Sediments of Selected Florida lxU{eS as Related 
to Trophic Dynamics 
CANDIDATE: E. Allen Stewart, III 
FACDLTY ADVISOR: Dr. Yousef A. Yousef 
ABSTRACT 
Several Florida lakes with different documented trophic state indices 
were selected for sediment analysis. Vertical sections of the sediment were 
taken at depths of .1, .5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10 and 15 cent~eters below the 
surface of the sediment-water interface. Total Phosphorus analysis was done 
on each section. The profile presented was then evaluated and was found that 
the profiles best fit the equation Y = X/A + EX, where Y is the Phosphorus 
Concentration in ppn and X is the sediment depth in em. Correlation between 
the trophic state and the profiles characterist-ics are presented. 
A hypothesis as to how the sedtment profile changes as the lake exper-
iences increased Phosphorus loading is presented, and is used to evaluate 
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PUDLICATIOf~S AND PRESEI'ITATIO~S oF PROFESSIOfV\L P/\PERS 
l. PETRASKO, B. E. , ''MILES Code Structure and Decoding Sch . e, '' Ni\'IO anel 
of Laser Direct Fire Training S~lators, Brussels Belrrium, Octobe 13, 
1976. 
2. PETRASKO, D. E., R. L. PHILLIPS, J. CORMAC1C, A. CANrDN, "Simulation of a 
Weapons Fire Simulator \Iodeled as an Optical Corrmunication Channel," 
Ninth NAV11L~I~~/Industry Conference, Orlando, FL, Nov 9-ll, 1976. 
3. PETRASXO, B. E. , and D. L. TRIMBlE, "Simulation of .Iicroprocessor Oper-
ation for Program Development and Checkout,'' Ninth NAVTR.AEXlJIPCEN/ Indus-
try Conference, Orlando, FL, Nov 9-ll, 1976. 
4. PETRASKO, B. E., and R. L. PHILLIPS, "A Computer Simulation of an Optical 
Communication Channel and Laser Pulse Detector Electronics," SOUTHEAST-
mN 77, Williarnsburg, VA, April 4, 1C377. 
5. PHILLIPS, R. L., and R. D. EVAl~S, "A New Flat-Plate Collector Using Total 
Internal Reflection for Light Trapping ," Flat-Plate Solar Collector Con-
ference, Orlando, Feb 28-!,Jar 2, 1977. 
6. PHILLIPS, R. L., "Scintillation Effects on a Binary Optical Cannunication 
SystEm," April, 1977, ·williamsburg, VA. 
7. SIMONS, F. 0. JR., and R. C. F..ARDEN, "An Efficient Mag-Card Pocket Calcu-
lator Interrelated Program for Stability Checks, Relative Stability, and 
Response Time for Up to 20th Order H( s ) Systens , '' Proceedings of the 
Ninth Annual Southeastern Symposiwn on SystEm Theory, Charlotte, N.C. , 
March 7-8, 1977. 
8. SIMONS, F. 0. JR., and R. C. HARDEN, "What Is and What Should Be the 
]mpact of Scientific Pocket Calculators on Engineering Education," 
Proceedings of the IEEE Southeast con 77, Williamsburg, VA, April 4-6, 1977. 
9. SIMONS, F. 0. JR., and R. C. HARDEN, 'Design Specifications Checks for 
up to 20th Order H(z) Discrete Systems Using New Hag-Card Pocket Ca cu-
la tor Programs , '' Proceedings of the Eighth Annual Pittsburgh Con erenc 
on Modeling and Simulation , Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, April 2 -22, 977. 
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CO!~FERENCES I WORKSHOPS I SHORT ffiUR5ES AT 
WHI 01 RESULTS oF RESEAR0-1 WEPf Q)jvf,lUNI CATED 
1. U.S. Anny P ..1 TRADE Seminar on "Laser Cannunication", NTEC, Orlando, FL, 
July 1976. (Phillips) 
2. XEOS in Los Angeles, CA, Sunmer 1976, "Impact of Coding for an Optical 
Ccmnunication Channel.'' (Petrasko) 
3. IEEE Computer Society, Orlando Public Library, September 1976, "FTIJ 
Microprocessor Laboratory." (Patz) 
4. NA'ID Panel of Laser Direct Fire Training Simulators, Brussels, Belgium, 
October 13, 1976, ''MILES Code Structure and Decoding Scherre. '' (Petrasko, 
Phillips) 
5. NTEC Conference, Orlando, FL, Fall 1976, ''A Canputer Simulation of an 
Optical Ccmnunications Channel.'' (Petrasko, Phillips) 
6. Ninth NA~UIPCEN/Industry Cbnference, Orlando, FL, November 9-11, 
1976. 
a) "Simulation of a Weapons Fire Simulator r.:Iodeled as an Optical 
Comnunication Olannel." (Petrasko, Phillips, Cormack, Cannon) 
b) "Simulation of Microprocessor Operation for Program Development 
and Checkout." (Petrasko, Trimble) 
7. SCEEE Seminar on Technology and Technological Cllange, Collective 
Bargaining and Technology, Collective Bargaining and Professionalism, 
:FTU/SORC, Orlando, TiL, February 2, 1977. (Mathews) 
8. Flat-Plate Solar Collector Conference, Orlando, FL, February 28-
March 2, 1977, "A New Flat-Plate Collector Using Total Internal 
Reflection for Light Trapping.'' (Phillips, Evans) 
9. AIIE and IEEE Minicomputers and Microcomputers in Industry Conference, 
FTU, Orlando, FL, March 26, 1977. (Patz, Bauer) 
10. Ninth Annual Southeastern Symposium on System Theory, Charlotte, NC, 
March 7-8, 1977, "An Efficient Mag-Card Pocket Calculator Interrelate d 
Program for Stability Checks, Relative Stability, and Response Titre for 
Up to 20th Order H(s) Systems." (Sirrons, Harden) 
11. SOUTIIEASTCXN 77, IEEE Region III Conference, Williamsburg, VA, April, 
1977. 
a) "Solar Energy Education - Mapping The Territory." (WaTher) 
b) "A Canputer Simulation of an Optical Corrmunication Olannel and 
Laser Pulse Detector Electronics." (Petrasko, Phillips) 
c) "Scintillation Effects on a Binary Optical Canmmication System." 
(Phillips) 
d) ''What Is and What Should Be the Impact of Scientific Pocket Calcula-
tors on Engineering Education.'' (Sirrons, Harden) 
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12. Eighth Annual Pittsburgh Conference on Ivlodeling and Simulation , Pitts-
burgh, Pennsylvania, April 21-22, 1977, "Design Spe cif ications Checks 
for up to 20th Order H(z) Discrete Systems Using New ~1ag-Card Pocket 
Calculator Programs. 11 (Sirrons, Harden) 
13. Florida Optical Society of America, May, 1977, Orlando , FL , ''Optical 
Ca!mmication Through a Turbulent Atrrosphere. 11 (Phill i ps ) 
14. IEEE Computer Society, Dutch Pantry, Orlando, June, 1977, " r.ficrocompute r 
Controller for a Ham Radio/Telephone System." (Patz) 
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PfSUf'ES oF SPO~lSOPfJJ RESEAPCH 
TITLE: Three Dimensional Sonar 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. E . R. McCarter, P.E. 
sroNSORING AGENCY: TID Office of Graduate Studies and Research 
ABSTRACT 
The project consists of first, a theoretical investigation into the 
various methods for achieving the desired results and secondly, the most 
feasible method resulting from this investigation will then be carried 
through to the conceptual design stage. Depending on the progress, a limited 
amount of experimental v.ork will be conducted to verify scme of the design 
concepts. It is hopeful that this preliminary work will lead to further 
research in this area with some marine group. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: NrOC Grant 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. B. W. Patz, P.E. 
SIDNSORING AGENCY: NTEC 
GRANT Nllli1BER: 033502071 
ABSTRACT 
This grant involved prirr~ily two endeavors: 
(1) An evaluation of computer prograrrming for an A7E HUD simulator 
(2) A study of the GETS computer-aided instruction system 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: NTEC Course 76-77: Computer Engineering 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS: Dr. B. W. Patz, P.E. and Dr. R. C. Rapson, Jr., P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: 
GRANT NUMBER: 033502008 
ABSTRACT 
Course I I - Software Prograrrming Problems and Solutions focused ~n prac-
tical applications. It enphasized programning basic philosophy (mach1ne 
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language, assembly language, compiler), Fortran programning and engineer g 
applications, numerical solution to difference equations, programming errors, 
etc. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Army I 'MILES' I 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IDRS: Dr. R. L. Phillips and Dr. B. E. Petrasko 
SPONSORING AGENCY: u.s. Army 
ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a method of stmulating various noise sources in a 
Weapons Fire Simulator System ·which has been rocxieled as an Optical Ccmnuni-
cations Channel. This Weapons Fire Stmulator System is canposed of laser 
transmitters mounted on weapons that fire blank cartridges, and laser re-
cei vers mounted on targets. The laser transmitter sends out ''kill'' beam 
pulses to the target whenever blank cartridges are fired. Detection of these 
pulses at the target signifies a "hit". The entire system along with the op-
tical communication channel is simulated in a general purpose computer pro-
gram called SCEPTRE. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: PM Trade NA'ID 
PRINCIPAL INVFSriGA'IDRS: Dr. R. L. Phillips and Dr. B. E. Petrasko 
SIDNSORING AGENCY: u.s. Anny 
ABSTRACT 
This project is the development of a new integrated laser system which 
could be used in laser engagement s~ators. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: New Plate Collector 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IDR: Dr. R. L. Phillips 
SPONSORING AGENCY: Florida Solar Energy Center 
ABSTRACT 
The phenomenon of optical total internal reflection (TIR) is due to an 
abrupt decrease of the index of refraction of a material. This physica prin-
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ciple is us ed t o trap and contain light in optical f ibers . Using t he TIR 
principle a small 2 ft x 3 ft prototype solar collector panel w s designed . 
The collector was constructed from 1/16 inch colorless pl exigl ass ( tr -
violet transrnitting ) pl astic consisting of triangular corrugated channels 
mounted on a pl~"'<iglass surface . The coiTUgated tria.Dorrul ar rows were con-
structed so as to provide a conduit for the fluid and to provide the desired 
light trapping effect . Headers were fabricat ed f rom t he same material an 
integrated into t he collector panel. Three prototype collect ors were fabri-
cated. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: PM Trade Optics 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IDR: Dr. R. L. Phillips 
SffiNSORING AGENCY: U.S . Anny 
ABST RACT 
This project was to asert ain the characteristics r equired by the laser 
engagenent systan used for training by the U.S. Anny to allow j oint NA'ID 
training exercises. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Laser Crystals 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAIDR: Dr. R. L. Phillips 
SPONSORING AGENCY: Internati onal Laser Systans 
AB STRACT 
This project is to measure the absorption of light in crystals which are 
used in lasers for rrodulators . 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Laser Training Device 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAIDR: Dr. H. C. Towle 
SPONSORING AGENCY: ~ 
ABSTRACT 
Tlu s i s a proj ect using lasers for determining the circuit posit ·on and 
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microprocessors f or process ing of data. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Investigation of Opt~l Control for Solar Water 
Heaters 
PRINCIPAL INVESI'IGA'IDR: Dr. H. C. Towle 
SPONSORING AGENCY: Flori da Solar Energy Center 
GRANT ~ffiER: 111622001 
ABSTR A CT 
Since January, a control test facility has been designed and canponents 
purchased for two duplicate systans. Ccmponents include 18 square foot Sol-
Ray commercial solar water heaters, 40 gal lon taru{S, pumps, flow meters, and 
controls as described in the ini tial pr oposal . Copper tubing and commercial 
fittings have also been obtained. 
The solar panels have been installed on the roof of the Engineering Build-
ing at Florida Technological Universit y . The next step will be to connect 
the components and check out the system . 
The program was completed in January "i977 . It provides two essentially 
duplicate systems for comparison tests of solar water heater control systems 
or other system features. FIU Engineering faculty are welcome to use the 
facility. 
* * * * * * * * 
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RESLJf-lES oF UNSFD~!SORDJ RESEARG 1 
TI'ILE: Dielectric Measurements 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. E. E. Erickson, P.E. 
ABSTRACT 
A microwave waveguide coupler systan for the measuranent of the canplex 
pen11ittivity of dielectric rnaterials was developed and tested. Results of 
the tests show that the new technique is feasible for the measurement of 
~nall values of dielectric permittivity. The project produced an MSE research 
report. 
Literature research on the subject of ocrnplex pe~ittivity measurements 
on dielectrics was conducted. 
TITLE: 
* * * * * * * * 
Study nTipact of Scientific Hand Calculators on 
Engineering Education 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS: Dr. R. C. Harden, P.E. and Dr. F. 0. Sirrons, Jr., P.E. 
A B S .TRACT 
Actual contributions of scientific pocket calculators to engineering and 
education have been minlinal. The authors review past uses and propose 
desirable future utilization. 
TITLE: 
* * * * * * * * 
Prepare publication for a mag-card program for 
stability of 20th order systems 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS: Dr. R. C. Harden, P.E. and Dr. F. 0. Simons, Jr., P.E. 
ABSTRACT 
The algorithms covered in the title are based on Routh's criterion, 
roots in an s-plane sector and a polynomial translational routine. 
* * * * * * * * 
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TITLE: Prepare publicatj_on on mag-c8rd prograMs for 20th 
order H(z) systen checks 
PRINCIPAL INVESI'IGATORS: Dr. R. C. Harden, P.E. and Dr. F. 0. Simons, Jr., P.E. 
ABSTRACT 
The itens covered in the title are provided by a unique m1n1mum memory 
algorithm for a z- to s-plane transfo~1ation plus a subprogram to account for 
difficulties \vith the constant z-plane damping contours. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Computer Generated Auditory Training 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. B. E. Mathews, P.E. 
ABSTRACT 
The equipment for generating vowel sounds with two format frequencies 
has been canpleted. The next step is to develop methods for measuring the 
acoustic energy in the test signals. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Microprocessor based decoding for MilES 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. B. E. Petrasko 
ABSTRACT 
A PIM decoding schene vras applied to the MILES code in an effort to 
minimize dead time loss and provide for an increase in noise rejection 
characteristics. A ping-pong input buffer scheme was analyzed for the 
for.mer effort and a list structured data base was investigated for the 
latter. There appears to be sufficient time and space for ooth e forts, and 
the investigation is continuing. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Optical Carmunications Channel Analysis 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. B. E. Petrasko 
ABSTRACT 
Previous sponsored efforts in this area were extended and the develop 
software was exanuned for portability and transferral to a large mini-campu~­
er systen. 
* * * * * * * * 
30 
TITLE: Optical Fiber Carrnunication Netvtorl-:s 
PRIHCIPAL I:N"VESTIGA'IDR:- Dr. R. L. Phillips 
ABSTRACT 
This work is the canputer rrodeling of an optical fiber conmunication 
network. With this LlOdel we will be able to determine optimum techniques or 
optical communication. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Laser Hydraphone 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. R. L. Phillips 
ABSTRACT 
The laser hydraphone is an application of the principles of total inter-
nal reflection to the problem of sound detection in water. 
TITLE: 
* * * * * * * * 
The Design and Testing of an Optical Solar Energy 
Collector 
PRINCIPAL INVFSI'IGAWPS: Dr. R. L. Phillips and Dr. R. D. Evans, P.E. 
ABSTRACT 
A 2 ft. x 3 ft. laboratory prototype plexiglass optical trap (index of 
refraction u=1.5) was designed and built to be used as a solar energy collec-
tor. The optical trap works on the principle that all the incaning solar 
radiation passing through a transparent surface of index of refraction u1 
will be trapped inside a triangular channel filled with a fluid of index o e-
fraction u2 provided u2>u1 . Preliminary data indicates the collector will provide temperatures oi 1~0° F when \vater (u=l.33) is the collector fluid. 
However, extensive testing of the collector will be conducted utilizing 
working fluids with rnuch higher indexes of refraction. 
* * * * * * * * 
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TITLE: Power Plant Simulation 
PRINCIPAL I~NESTIGA'IDR: Dr. F. 0. Simons, Jr., P .E. 
ABSTR ACT 
Explore the possibility of sponsored research in power plant simul t ion 
by the hybrid can~uter. Dr. S~ns received university permission to serve 
as a consultant with Martin Marietta Aerospace in the Hybrid Simulation 
La.ooratory. In this capacity the opportunity was afforded whereby Dr. Simons 
could seek research on bel1alf of FTU at the expense of the Hybrid Laboratory 
as long as that research vvould utilize these hybrid facilities. Therefore, 
one trip -was made to Houston, Texas and brief exploratory simulation mod ling 
studies were made for the purpose of obtaining research money to construct 
meaningful large-scale hybrid computer simulation studies. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Scientific Calculations in Education 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. F. 0. Simons, Jr. , P. E. 
ABSTRACT 
Dr. Simons' research efforts in 1976-77 were devoted to preliminary 
research studies designed to determine "\~t is and \r.hat Should be the ]mpact 
of Scientific Calculators on Engineering Education." This effort culminated 
in research proposals to BNN and NSF - the latter of which is still pending. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Solar Water Heater 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. H. C. Towle, P.E. 
ABSTRACT 
Following a careful evaluation of gains to be expected through the use 
of an optimal solar water heater control, it was decided to abandon further 
efforts on optimality studies. Effort was redirected toward canpleting the 
roof facility which will be available for canparative tests of solar water 
heater controls. 
* * * * * * * * 
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TITLE: Solar Energy Education 
PRINCIPi\L Il'i"VESTIGA'IDR: Dr. R. L. ''.Talker, P.:E. 
ABSTRACT 
Solar energy will be used by more and rx>re people for water heating, 
space cooling, and other applications in Florida. To educate Floridians in 
this field educational materials must be prepared, aimed at various levels of 
audience. This project first mapped out the material to be presented and the 
clientele to be served, and then proceeded to prepare sane of the modules in 
the complete system of materials. A paper was presented at the Region 3 
Conference of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, Williams-
burg, Virginia in April 1977. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Power Pole Lightning Protection 
PRINCIPAL INVESI'IGAIDR: Dr. R. L. Walker, P.E. 
ABSTRACT 
Conferences were held with Mr. Eob Kolar and his associates with the 
Florida Department of Transportation to better understand the problems 
experienced with lightning. Several suggestions for research to be performed 
were made to the Department and a final statement of -oork has been received 
fran D. 0. T. We will propose a contract to begin in September 1977 for about 
30,000 dollars on this project. 
* * * * * * * * 
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i~Ti~L\CTS OF HL\STER 'S LEGPfE I\ESEARC1 ~fPORTS A'JJ Ti IESES 
TITLE: A Cbmputer Simulation of a Weapons Fire Simulator 
Modeled by Sceptre as an Optical Comnunication 
Channel 
CANDIDATE: John James Cormack 
FACUL'IY ADVISOR: Dr. Ronald L. Phillips 
ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a rrethod of simulating various noise sources in a 
Weapons Fire Simulator System which has been modeled as an Optical Communica-
tion Channel. This Weapons Fire Simulator System is composed of laser trans-
mitters mounted on weapons that fire blank cartridges, and laser receivers 
mounted on targets. The laser transni tter sends out 'kill' beam pulses to 
the target whenever blank cartridges are fired. Detection of these pulses 
at the target signifies a 'hit'. The entire system along with the optical 
corrmunication channel is simulated in a general purpose computer program 
called SCEPTRE. This analysis package is an efficient means of modeling 
the communication channel characteristics and determining signal to noise 
ratios as functions of various electrical and physical parameters. Also the 
SCEPTRE program is a versatile tool for circuit noise calculations. The 
main advantage is a single SCEPTRE run oomputes the total noise output from 
a large number of noise sources distributed throughout the circuit. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Implementing Multiple-Linked Lists in the Minicomputer-
Microcomputer String Processor, C. String 
CANDIDATE: John H. Firestone 
FACUL'IY ADVISOR: Dr. Brian Petrasko 
ABSTRACT 
This report will demonstrate how to implement a basic linked-list data 
structure in RAM for C. STRING. The result of this implerrentation is 
Memory Allocation or Data Management which obtains or releases memory space 
as required in C. STRING. 
The basic concepts of data structures such as strings, lists and stacks 
are discussed and the algorithm for allocation of space is developed. The 
C. STRING user language TOSCL, and the TOSCL parse algorithm with Data 
Management is described. Finally, the INTEL'~ Schottky Bipolar lSI micro-
processor is microcoded to implement Data Managerrent. 
* * * * * * * * 
34 
TI'ILE: The Iesign and Analysis of a Rare Eart h I ron 
Magnetostrictive Underwater Sound Trans ducer 
CANDIDATE: Steven Wayne Meeks 
FACUL'IY ADVISOR: Dr ~ Richard C. Harden 
ABSTRACT 
The design and analysis of a low- frequency, resonant, t onpilz type , 
rare earth iron underwat er sound transducer using rods of To . 27Dy. 7Yel. 95 
are described. An equivalent circuit is presented which predicts the per-
formance of the transducer in the presence of eddy currents and demagneti-
zation. The effect of eddy currents on the impedance of a rod is discussed . 
The predicted performance of a laminated transducer is canpared with t hat 
of an unlaminated transducer. The performance of the rare earth iron t rans-
ducer is compared with the performance of the sarre transducer wit h identical 
ceramic active elerrents . Data on transmitting current response , t r ansmitting 
voltage response, free field voltage sensitivity, coupling coeffici ent , ef-
ficiency, and linearity are presented. Advantages, disadvantages , and pos-
sible uses of rare earth iron mat erial are discussed. 
* * * * * * * * 
TI'ILE : The Sil icon Solar Cell as an Optical Detect or 
CANDIDATE: Stephen 0. Saltsman 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. Ronald L. Phillips 
ABS TRACT 
The optical detector characteristics of a silicon solar cell are examined . 
A general equivalent circuit nndel is developed and typical pararret er values 
are determined. A canparison is made between the photovol taic and s hort cir-
cuit operating rrodes and t he short circuit rrode is shown to be preferab e · n 
terms of linearity, extended frequency response, and t emperature stability. 
A method is developed to determine the noise character ist ics of the amp · -
fier-detector system used i n t he short circuit rrode. The silicon solar ce 1 
is shown to be an economical alternative to standard photodiodes in low to 
rredium data rate systerrE. 
* * * * * * * * 
35 
TITlE: Hardware and Software Considerations for Improving 
t he Throughput of Scientific Computation Computers 
CANDIDATE: Glenn Allen Sullivan 
FACUL'IY ADVIOOR: Dr. Benj amin W. Patz 
A B STRACT 
In this paper, hardware and software techniques are presented for imr 
proving the Throughput (defined as Computations per dollar) of computing sys-
tems which are oriented towards high-precision floating point computations. 
The various improverrEnts are referenced to a baseline of the PDP 11/20, the 
NJVA 1200, and the TI 960A, all 16 bit minicanputers. 'The rrost beneficial 
hardware improverrent is the inclus i on of a Floating Point Processor, which 
yields up to 200X Throughput increase over a software floating point pack-
age. The inclusion of a cache h igh speed local rrerrory and the availability 
of Polish Notation format instructions are shown to provide less than a 5X 
increase each. The use of 48 bit data paths, nurrerous registers devoted to 
various processor ful•1ctions , inst ruction lookahead, a system I /0 controller 
which frees the processor from I /0 work , and partitioned main rrerrory, re-
sult in a combined Throughput i ncrease of 5.9X. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Plotting Frequency Response with the Hybrid Computer 
CANDIDATE: David Kenneth Swartwood 
FACUL'IY ADVISOR: Dr. Fred 0. Sirrons , Jr. 
ABST RA C T 
This paper describes a hybrid computer microprogram which plots fre-
quency danain resJX)nses for linear systems . The microprogram computes the 
real and imaginary parts of the s ystem output and displays either Bode or 
Nyquist plots. 
Various approaches are discussed and a detailed explanation of the one 
selected is presented. The major areas of discussion are the sinewave gen-
erator, the computation of real and imaginary parts of the system output, 
the logarithm computation and t he digital control logic. 
The conclusion gives a comparison of a Nyquist plot made with the rrd-
croprogram with one calculated by a digital canputer. Possible improve-
rrents for the microprogram are also discussed . 
* * * * * * * * 
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TITLE : Techniques for Determination of Complex Permittivity 
of Dielectric Materials at Microwave Frequencies 
CANDIDATE: Witold J . Trett 
FACUL'IY ADVISOR: Dr. Ernest E. Erickson 
ABSTRACT 
This report reviews sever al methods of measurement of the dielectric 
properties of materials . The properties of dielectric materials vary great-
ly, and no one nethod of rreasurerrent is applicable to all cases. Tbe choice 
of a method depends not only on the dielectric parameters but also on the 
physical form of the mat erial . ~.bst methods can be used with solid materials, 
but gases and aerosols r equire equi pment with special design features. 
A new rrethod for the measurement of the complex penni tti vi ty of dielec-
tric materials, which would be applicable to aerosols, is presented in this 
report . The method is based on the comparison of signals applied from two 
microwave couplers in a secondary waveguide section which contains the di-
electric material under tes t. The results of laboratory experiments, using 
nylon and plexiglass as tes t materials, show the validity of this technique 
for the measurement of complex permittivity. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Load Fore casting for an Electrical Utility 
CANDIDATE: Thomas E. Washburn 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. Benjamin W. Lin 
AB STRACT 
This paper will attanpt to present different needs for electric load 
forecasting and sorre methods by which these needs can be satisfied. Short-
term, intermediate-term and l ong- term forecasting will be discussed in . 
general. Then this paper will present a complete long-tenn forecast us1ng 
data from an actual electric utility. For this forecast the selection o 
the independent variables , the statistical significance of the mode , and an 
analysis of elasticity or sensitivity of the load due to changes in the 
independent variable wi ll be addressed . Finally, there is a subjective 
analysis of the develope d mathematical model . 
* * * * * * * * 
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INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING AND f'1~NAG8·ENT SYST8'6 
ENGINEERING ~THE!·¥\ TICS AND CD~~~LITER SYSTE}~ 
Chairman : G. F. Schrader · 
Faculty: C. S. Bauer J R. D. IX>ering, K. A. Ehlert , C. B. Gambrell, 
Y. A. Hosni, H. I. Klee, B. W. Lin 
The Department of Industrial Engineering and Managernent Syste..rns continued 
to expand and in~rove the s cope of its activities during t he 1976-77 academic 
year. In the f all of 1976 , authorization was given f or t he joint operation 
of the Engineering Computer Sys tems Laboratory by the Department of I ndustrial 
Engineering and Hanagement Syst ems and the Department of El ectri cal Engineering 
and Corrmunications Sciences. Equipping of that laboratory has progr essed 
rapidly and currently includes a Data General "NOVA" 1220 ~.Iinicomputer with 
2ffi{ core memory, 256K disk storage capacity and A/D, D/A, D/D inter facing 
hardware; a Digital Equipment Corporation PDP 11/34 Hinicompute r with 32K 
core mennry, t\:vo 1. 2 million word storage ca:paci ty disks , and a 30 c . p . s . 
Decwri ter input terminal; an IBM 1050 interactive r errote t erminal to t he IB~ 1 
360/75 computer at the Regional Computer Center in Tampa ; an Intecolor co or 
graphics terminal with f loppy tape and floppy disk drives ; a Tektronix 4051 
computer graphics terminal with data oommunications interface option; a 
~btorola M6800 microprocessor evaluation system with a hardwired monitor 
system to facilitate operator communi cation with the harm:vare ; and an ATC-510J 
flight simulator made by Analog Training Computers . 
The scale of activities of t he departrrental student group cont inued to 
increase during the 1976-77 academic year . For the third year in a r ow, t~1e 
student chapter of the American Institute of Industrial Engineer s (AIIE) won 
first place for the group competition in the annual Engineer s Fair . The FTU 
chapter of Alpha Pi 11u, an indust r ial engineering honor society initiated 15 
new members during the year. 
Recent new adidtions to t he I.E. faculty include Ms . Karen W. Ehlert and 
Dr. Y asser A. Hosni. Hs. Ehlert received her Master of Sci ence degree in 
Computer Systems f rom FTU i n 1976 and has been t eaching i n the area o eng·n-
eering mathematics and computer systems. Dr. Hosni r eceived his Ph.D. om 
the University of Arkans as i n 1976 and has had extensive product·on ng·n r-
ing background in Egypt. 
In addition to the ir instructional assignments at both the undergraduate 
and graduate l evels, the IEMS faculty were quite active in research and pub-
lic service project s. During the year, Dr. Bauer and Dr . Klee completed a 
project for the Florida Department of Tr~1sportation on the computerized 
"Green Band" freeway ramp ITEr ge control system facility located in Tampa, 
Florida. Dr. Bauer served as president of the Central Florida Chapter of 
· AIIE and also as chairman of the Regional Planning Corrmittee for the Flor· da 
State Ener gy of fice. Dr. Ibering \vorked on a research project for the 'lorida 
State University Sys tem on solar hot water heating applications for sta e 
buildings . He als o served as a Regional Director f or Alpha Pi Mu and treasur-
er f or t he Central Florida 01apter of the Florida Engineering Society. Dr. 
Schrader s erved as chairman of the Council of Industr ial Engineering Academ · c 
Departn-ent Heads and also as vice president for Region IV of AIIE . 
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PlJTILICATIONS AND PRESEI'ITATIOI'S oF PRCfESSIONJ\L PAPERS 
1. BAUER, C. S., and T. A. RISHER, "A S:ir.Iulation P..nalysis of A Computer-
Controlled Freeway Merging Syster.1, 11 Proceedings of the 27th Annu 1 Con-
ference of the IEEE Vehicular Technology Groun, Orlando, FL., 
March, 1977. 
2. OOERING, R. D., "A Strategic Approach To Energy Management Shows Positive 
$Results," The Consultant, Vol. X, No . 2, International Society of Food 
Service Consultants, Oct, 1976. 
3. DOERING, R. D. , C. S . BAUER, and B. W. LIN, 1 'Minimizing Operating Co t 
For a Central Energy Plant," National Joint Meeting, ORSA/TIMS, 
Miami, FL, Nov . 3-5, 1976 . 
4. OOERING, R. D., "Special Denand Control System Design Proves Cost Effec-
tive in Restaurant Application," The COnsultant, Vol. X, No. 3, Inter-
national Society of Food Consultants, Jan, 1977. 
5. OOERII\TG, R. D., "The Economics of Retrofit," Retrofit Profit for All, 
Proceedings of 26th Annual Air Conditioning Conference, Gainesville, FL, 
Feb 24-25, 1977. 
6. DOERI~, R. D., "Corrmunications Center Personnel Training Simulator," 
Journal of Police Science and Administration, Vol. 5, No. 1, March, 1977. 
7. HOSNI, Y., 'Multipurpose Computer System for Plant Layout Design," 
Computers and Industrial Engineering, PERG~1DN PRESS, 5th edition, 
Aug, 1977. 
8. HUTCHINS, P. F., R. D. OOERI:t-D, B. W. LIN, and C. S. BAUER, ''Minimization 
of Operational Costs for a Central Energy Plant: An Optimization 
Approach Using Linear Integer Programming," AIIE Transactions, (in press) 
9. LIN, B. 1N. , 1 'A Controlled Experimental Design for Comparison of Integer 
Programning Algorithms," National Joint Meeting, ORSA/TIMS, Miami, FL, 
Nov 3-5, 1976. 
10. SCHRADER, G., "Productivity and the Factors of Production," Proceedings 
of the Symposium on Metal Cutting and 1.1anufacturing, University of 
Illinois, April 28, 1977. 
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CO~·JFERENCES, \ ·~Om<SHOPS , SHORT COURSES AT 
HH I CH RESULTS oF RESEAR.CH \/ERE CCll1UN I CA TED 
1. FW I AIA Workshop, ''Energy as Design Criteria,'' June 1976. (IX:>ering) 
2. FES/FIU Professional Engineer Review Course, Fall 1~76. (Doering) 
3. ORSA/TIMS Joint National Meeting, Miami, FL, November 1976. 
a) Minimization of Operational Costs for Central Energy Plant." (Bauer, 
Doering, Lin, Hutchins) 
b) "Controlled Experimental Designs for Comparison of Integer Pro-
grarrming Algorithms. '' (Lin) 
4. AI IE Jacksonville Chapter, Jacksonville, FL, November 3, 1976, ''Produc-
tivity and the Factors of Production." (Schrader) 
5. Twenty-sixth Annual Air Conditioning Conference, University of Florida, 
Gainesville, FL, February 1977, "The Economics of Retrofit." (Doering) 
6. Annual Conference of the Management Division of AIIE, Huntsville, AL, 
March 4, 1977, ''Productivity and the Factors of Production." (Schrader) 
7. AIIE and IEEE Minicomputers and 11icrocomputers in Industry Conference, 
Fill, Or lando, FL, March 26, 1977. (Bauer, Pa tz) 
8. Twenty-seventh Annual Conference of the IEEE Vehicular Technology Group, 
Orlando, FL, March 1977, "A Simulation Analysis of a Computer-Controlled 
Freeway Merging System." (Bauer, Risher) 
9. Fill 1 AIA Workshop ''Energy as a Design Criteria,'' April 1977. (Doering) 
10. Orlando Section of AS~ Meeting, Orlando, FL, April 20, 1977, ''Training 
and Certification of Quality Engineers.'' (Doering) 
11. Symposium on Metal Cutting and Manufacturing, University of Illinois, 
Urbana, IL, April 28, 1977, "Productivity in the Private Sector." 
(Schrader) 
12. AIIE Orlando Chapter, Orlando, FL, May 1977, "Computerized Job-Shop yout 
Design.'' (Hosni) 
13. ORSA/TIMS Joint National Meeting, San Francisco, CA, May 1977, "What Makes 
Integer Prograrrming Problans Hard to Solve." (Lin, Rardin) 
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RESUnES cF SFDi·JSORED RESEARCH 
TITLE: Impr ovements for A Moving .Ierge ControlS ystem 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS: Dr. C. S. Bauer, P .E. and Dr. H. I . Klee, P.E . 
8roNSORING AGENCY: Florida Department of Transportation, Office of 
Traffic Operat ions 
ABSTRACT 
This project included analyses of sys t em operations at the computer-
controlled freeway entrance ramp to I-75 f r om Ashley Street in Tampa, 
Florida. Computer-generated rrntion pictures of display operation were used 
in conjunction with computer s~lation of control system functions to 
identify improved algorithms for running t he systan . 
All project sofuvare modifications wer e completed in the first quarter 
of 1977. Systems acceptance tests were held at the Tampa rrunp location in 
April and May and public operation with the new systEm was initiated . An 
evaluation of the system rrnprovements will be conducted by the Florida 
Department of Transportation. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Correlation of Biorhythn Theory with Industrial 
Accident Occurrences 
PRINCIPAL Il\J"VESTIGA'IDR: Dr. R. D. Doering, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: FTU Office of Graduate Studies and Research 
ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this research was to investigate the validity of Biorhyt~ 
Theory in predicting industrial accidents . I f a significant correlation 
could be established, the theory might be used to counsel the workers such 
that accidents could be avoided. 
Safety Division files from Walt Disney World were used to identify 119 
single occurrence ~vents during 1977. Inci dents were screened to select 
those which required a careless act on the part of the worker. The wrker' 
Biorhythm profile then was correlated against the accident date to identify 
occurrences on critical days, and +24 or +48 hours of a critical day. For 
control purposes, a randan day was-selected within the cycle time and again 
correlated with the Biorhyth~ profile. 
The results showed that the Biorhythm Theor y was not able to distinguish 
between the randan day and the accident day . It was concluded that Biorhythm 
Theory could not be used to predict acci dent times . It was noted that in 
instances where the system has been instituted , there was a dramatic drop in 
the accident rate. On the basis of this study , however, it is believed that 
41 
this is n~re of a psychological reaction to the attention such a program 
affords the worker. This was dramatical ly illustrated in the classic 
Hawthorne works study at Western Electric in which both the control and 
experimental groups of \IDrkers res-ponded identically in work outpu , 
although the ex-perimental group v.'as given better lighting conditions . 
* * * * * * * * 
TI'TI..E: Waste \Vater Plant Operator Training Simulator 
Pilot Development 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAIDR: Dr. R. D. Doering, P.E. 
SFONSORING AGENCY: FTU Office of Graduate Studies and Research 
ABSTRACT 
The Simulator concept utilizes a control board which is equipped to 
display a selected plant flow process and key operating paran1eters such that 
the operator trainee can select and nrrplement his operating decisions. A 
control board for a typical activated sludge type VlVv plant \:vas completed 
and interfaced to the Nova minicanputer in the canputer laboratory . The 
minicomputer vvill now be programmed with equations which describe the plant 
process such that it \vill respond to the trainee's decisions by displaying 
the new plant conditions on the control board. In application the Instructor 
would select the plant model, initiate its starting parameters and operation-
al scenario and the trainee \\DUld "operate" the plant. The computer will also 
record the trainee's decisions and the degree of their success so that the 
trainee can be classified and a permanent record of each test maintained. A 
proposal has been prepared for suhnittal as soon as an agency can be identi-
fied which might fund the development of prototype Simulator. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Manpower Analysis in Transportation Safety 
PRINCIPAL IlWESTIGA'IDR: Dr. G. F. SchraderJ P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: U. S. Department of Transportation 
ABSTRACT 
This project provided a manpower review of national, state and local 
needs for safety skills, and projected future manning levels for transporta-
tion safety personnel in both the public and private sectors . Survey 
infonnation revealed that there are currently approx~tely 121,000 persons 
employed -directly in transportation safety occupations \vithin the air carr·er, 
high\vay and traffic safety, motor carrier, pipeline, rail carrier, and marine 
carrier transportation industry groups. The projected need for 1980 is over 
145,000 of which over 80% will be in high\vay safety. 
An analysis of transportation tasks is included, and shc)\1-/S ten general 
categories about \vhich the majority of safety activities are focused. A 
42 
skills analysis shows a generally high level of educational baclground and 
several years of experience are required for most transportation sa Jty job .. 
A published report(DOT-TST-77-40) is available on this project rom th 
National Technical Info~ation Service, Springfield, Virginia 22161. 
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RESU~·;ES oF Uf:lSPJf.ISORED RESEPRCII 
TITLE: Moving Merge Control System 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAIDR: · Dr. C. S. Bauer, P. E. 
ABSTRACT 
The final report for the project was ccmpleted during the spring quarter 
of 1977. It is now under review by the sponsoring organizations(Florida DOT 
and Federal Highvay Adninistration). 
Software modifications comprising the final phase of the WJrk product of 
the contract have been accepted, and the improved ramp control system is now 
in public operation. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Developn1ent of Digital Computer Laboratory 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IDR: Dr. C. S. Bauer, P.E. 
ABSTRACT 
During the 1976-1977 period, several new computer systems and associated 
display peripherals were acquired to extend the capabilities of the College 
of Engineering Computer Laboratory for instructional and research use. The 
new equipment includes the follovnng items: 
1. Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-11/34 minicomputer with 32k of 
core manory, 2 1.2 million \IDrd disk drives, 2 floppy disk drives, 
and a 30 character 1 second I/0 tenninal. Available software 
includes the RT-11 operating system with the optional FORTRAN 
ccmpiler. 
2. A Motorola 6800 microcomputer system ''designer's kit'' toard was 
constructed and interfaced with an 8k RAM merory and locally 
designed buffer circuitry and power supplies to provide a port-
able computer systan for systen rooni taring and control applica-
tions. 
3. A Tektronix 4051 graphics terminal with 8k of RAM manory and the 
optional Data Cannunications Interface and Matrix operations ROM. 
This system has a built-in microprocessor for standalone operation, 
or may be used in conjunction with external ccmputer systems. 
4. A Compucolor 8001 color graphics terminal with associated floppy 
tape and floppy disk drives. This system also includes a built-
in microcanputer for standalone operation , and may also be used 
vvith external ccmputers in a terminal mode. 
* * * * * * * * 
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TITLE: Development of .1ethodolov,ies to Improve Productiv·ty 
of Police Patrol Operations 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAWR: Dr. R. D. Doering, P.E. 
ABSTRACT 
Today local governments are faced 'vith the challenge of providing more 
police services in a period of increasing inflation and cost escalation which 
severely llinits their ability to raise the added revenues. The answer to this 
dilemma lies in increasing the productivity of available resources . 
Measurir..g productivity in the police department, however, requires ing n-
uity. The process is not as simple as a manufacturing operation where th 
arrount of canned goods or desks produced can be counted over a given period 
of time. The technique for measuring productivity in the police department 
must be considered in a different manner since the product is service 
oriented. 
The prTinary objective of this research is to develop a productivity 
model of the Orlando Police Department patrol operations such that the impact 
on efficiency/productivity of new amninistrative procedures, operational 
techniques, and equipnent c~"'l. be evaluated. The operations of a typical 
patrol district 'vill be selected to provide the data base for the model. 
Using this data, productivity measures can be identified for assessing the 
field activities. When the initial productivity measures have been formu-
lated, the model will be validated. This will be done by comparing the 
model against actual data during a test period. Relative weighting will be 
assigned to major objectives and then reevaluated in conjunction vdth the 
trial period data. The rrodel can then be adjusted and placed in an operation-
al status. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Crime Busters 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIG..A.TOR.: Dr. R. D. Doering, P. E. 
ABSTRACT 
There are many unsolved crimes in the files of all police departments . 
Typically, when a case is not solved within a reasonable length of time, the 
leads diminish, the trail becomes cold, and it becanes increasingly rrore 
difficult to solve. A method is then needed which will reawaken publ · c 
awareness of the incident and rekindle the help of the citizens to provide 
the needed "break" in the case. 
It has been observed that many t:imes citizens have witnessed a crime 
without being aware of it and consequently may possess key information 
tovvard its solution. The citizen can be made aware of the :importance of his 
role by l1aving the incident recalled to his attention and noting what i~f~rm­
ation is needed. Sanetimes also the citizen may not contact the author1t1es 
because he fears it v.ould expose him to reprisal. He must be provided 
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anonymity . In other instances, the citizen may lacl~ the lmov.'ledge o how 
and wl1om to contact i n the police organization. It is much easier to conv rse 
·with saneone you "h:now" who is interested and you feel will get results. 
The Crime Buster s Proj ect will prorrcte a method of overcaning these 
lirnitati.ons and involve the citizen in solving crimes. A continuing program 
is visualized, one which will take fullest advantage of all media to int grate 
the power of the citizenry to solve unsolved cases. 
The Orlando Police Department will open its unsolved case files and tell 
the public about the problems they are having solving these crimes and ask 
for help. A reward (up to $1000) vDuld be awarded to the citizen whose infonn-
ation led to indictment i f he chose . The revmrd \rould be doubled if he ~ uld 
appear in court. The arrount s \vould vary for different crir.les . 
The local media would be i nvolved . A short 3-4 minute dramatization o 
a selected case \rould be pres ented each week on 'IV. On the same day, the 
pertinent information on the case \rou l d also be printed in the newspaper. One 
officer from O.P.D. would be desi gnated to handle all calls and narrate the 
case on TV so that the citizenry \\Oul d relate him with the program. If the 
citizen who called in wished to l>e anonymous, he would be assigned a number 
and could provide information in this manner . 
FTU would provide the pers onnel and facilities to script and tape the 
case. Drama majors will be us ed and the tal<:e \\Ould be in the FIU studio and 
on the actual crime location where possible. 
local TV and news media have expressed interest in presenting the pro-
grams. 
This program has proceeded to the point of incorporation under the name, 
Central Florida Crimewatch and the .initial case will be presented the week of 
July 7, 1977. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Computerized Plant Layout 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. Y. A. Hosni 
ABST RA C T 
A computer system was developed for the production of plant layout 
design. The system includes three canponents . One canponent builds a 
relationship between the production depariments. The criteria cons· derecl n 
creating these relationships include : production volume, material flow, 
product design, and processing oper ations . 
Another component of the system uses the departmental relationships to 
produce three unique design a l ternatives, each of which is generated by 
different techniques. A third component evaluates each of the suggested 
designs with respect to manufact uring the product. The software is fonnu-
lated to initiate a new layout design or to analyze an existing layout. 
* * * * * * * * 
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TITLE: MathEmat i cal programning of time Study 
PRINCIPAL Il'tVESTIGATOR: Dr. Y. A. l-T_osni 
ABST RACT 
An optimization model was built t o minimize the time consumed in per-
fanning a task. The task is to be analyzed and translated mathanatically 
before applying the rrodel. Optimization i s done through eliminating 
unnecessary nnvanents, simultane ity between operations, and rearranging the 
working place. The model is heuris tic i n nature which canpJies with the laws 
of rrot ion econany used in I:rDt ion and t ime study . 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Opt~ location f or training centers in rural areas 
PRINCIPAL Il'JVESTIGATOR: · Dr. Y. A. Hosni 
ABSTRACT 
A study is conducted to define the factors that affect the location 
choice of training and emplo~nent centers in rural areas. Analytical model 
is to be built using the assignment of weights t o the factors. A choice 
bet\veen alternative locations is to be applied to optimize the factors. The 
methodology has been outlined and a proposal i s subrlitted to the State of 
Florida for data collections and the model application . 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Computerized project planning 
(Graphics Network pl ott ing ) 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAWR: Dr. Y. A. Hosni 
ABSTRACT 
The FTU package for Net\vork Analysis was studied for further developnent 
to suit the needs of the Bureau of Construction (Florida State). A proJ.X>sal 
is suhnitted for develo:pnent of the package to be used with the graphic 
capabilities of the FTU Computer Center. 
* * * * * * * * 
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TI1LE: Investigation of a new method for computing rate o 
return 
PRINCIPAL IINESI'IGATOR: Dr. H. I . Klee, P. E. 
ABSTRACT 
A simulation was developed to canpute the expected rate of return or 
oond with f~ce value $1 _initial cost $f3, oond inter~st ~~ years to ~turit~ 
n, and selllng cost $a(K), K = 1,2 ... , n . The dlscouHt f3 and selllng prlce 
a(K) are treated as a randan variable and stochastic process, respectively . 
fu1 interesting aspect of the s~lation is the non-iterative nature of the 
calculations involving rate of return. 
* * * * * * * * 
TI'ILE: An Analysis of the Average Yearly Fraction of the 
Hot Water Energy Denand Supplied by Solar Heating 
PRI?~CIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. H. I. Klee, P.E. 
ABSTRACT 
The Florida Solar Energy Center has outlined a procedure for sizing the 
components of a solar ~ater heating system to supply a given daily demand 
of hot water. The percentage of solar heating is treated as an input thereby 
enabling the consumer to trade-off the monthly savings in utility bills 
expected against the initial cost of the system. Fran a systens viewpoint, 
however, the percent solar heating is a derived output of the system subject 
to controllable inputs, nrumely hot water temperature and daily consumption 
of hot v~ter, and the uncontrollable input, i.e. solar radiation. This study 
will attempt to correlate these variables and ascertain the reliability of 
the FSEC procedure to size a system yielding the desired percentage of solar 
heating. The solar systen is to be simulated with the aid of the TRSYNS 
Program developed at the University of Wisconsin. Central Florida Solar 
radiation data from the FSEC will be used as input. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Opt~ Design of a Solar Heating and Cooling Syst 
PRINCIPAL INVFSriGATOR: Dr. B. W. Lin 
ABSTRACT 
This project, funded by the Division of Sponsored Research, was to d ter-
mine an opt~1 design of solar heating and cooling residential houses at 
various localities in Florida. The computer model for simulating solar uses 
developed by the University of Wisconsin Solar Research Group was studied and 
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an attempt was ITk~de at running a heatingj cooling systen1 . Difficulties \vith 
program errors were encotmtered. Dr. S. Chandra of Florida Solar Energy 
Center i ndicated that other research teams had experienced s:imilar dif · cul-
ties. An effort is being made to run a sol ar hot \Vater system, which vill 
s e6Tlingly become ·economically feas ible . 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: \~t Makes Integer Progr~ing Problems I{ard 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr . B. W. Lin 
ABSTRACT 
A joint paper entitled "\~t Makes Integer Progra.mni ng Problems Hard to 
Solve" was written with Dr . R. L. Rardin, Industria l and Systems Engineering, 
Georgia Tech. The paper was presented by the coauthor at the TIMS/ ORSA San 
Francisco National Meeting , May 9- 11, 1977 . Some 100 copies of the paper 
were requested. This paper was subni tted to Journal of Oper ations Research 
for publication. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Generation of Random Integer Programming Test 
Problens with Known Optimal Solutions 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. B. W. Lin 
A BSTRACT 
Dr. Ric Jackson of National Bureau of Standards had i ndicated to us that 
the Bureau had int erest in the comparison of integer programming procedures . 
He also suggested to us t o subnit a pre-proposal r elated to the subject to 
the Applied 1-Iathenatics Division of NBS. A pre-proposal jointly written with 
Dr. R. L. Hardin of Georgia Tech had been sent to the Division. We ma'ntain 
close contact with Dr. Jackson al:::>out the funding of t he proj ect . 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Feasibility of Hydrogen as a Fuel for Autamob'les 
in Florida 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. B. W. Lin 
ABSTRACT 
The original i ntent of this proj ect was to l ook at the feasibility of 
hydrogen a s a possible fuel substitute for transportation , and then prepare 
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a research proposal to the Florida State Energy Office for this issue \V s 
rated first order of research priority in a ~endium of State Relat 
Research Project Abstracts: 1~73-1976 . St udies indic ted v;hile hydrog n is 
abundant and econanically competitive with r espect to gasoline probl s such 
as storage and safety need be resolved. Thus, t his investigator elt that 
comparison study should not be made unt i l t hese critical problems are re-
solved .. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Minimizing Operat i ng Cost for a Central Energy Pla t 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IDR: Dr. B. W. Lin 
ABSTRACT 
A research paper entitled ''Minimizing Operating Cost for a Central 
Energy Plant" was prepared and presented at the Nat iona l Joi nt Meeting of 
ORSA/TIMS at Miami, Florida on November 3-5, 1976. I t vvas subnitted to AIIE 
Transactions for Publication. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: A Controlled Experimental Desi gn for Comparison of 
Integer Programming Algorithms 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. B. W. Lin 
ABSTRACT 
A research paper entitled "A Controlled Experimental Design for Compar-
ison of Integer Programming Algori thus'' was prepared and presented at the 
National Joint Meeting of ORSA/TIMS at Miami, Flori da on November 3-5, 1976. 
It was subnitted to Management Science for Publication . A revision is in 
preparation in accordance with referees' comments and suggestions . 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Analysis of Productivit y i n t he Private Sector 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IDR: Dr. G. F. Schrader, P.E. 
ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this project was to r eviev1 the trends in industrial 
productivity and focus attention on those factors of pr oduction which appear 
to contribute to improvement in such productivity within various industrial 
sectors. A number of ananalies were found to exi st between the factors of 
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production and productivity. !~wever, there appears to be a strong relation-
ship between process research activity and labor productivity within cert in 
industry sectors. 
* * * * * * * * 
TI'TI..E: Analysis of the Degree Programs in Industrial 
Engineering and Industrial Engineering Technology 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. G. F. Schrader, P.E. 
ABSTRACT 
An analysis of the ECPD accredited programs in Industrial Engineering 
and Industrial Engineering TecP~ology was presented at the annual meeting 
of the Council of Industrial Engineering Academic Depar~ent Heads (CIEADH) 
in Dallas on ~1ay 24, 1977. This study revealed that, during 1976-1977 there 
were 70 four-year accredited baccalaureate degree progrrums in Industrial 
Engineering, 4 four-year progrrums in Industrial Engineering Technology, and 
14 two-year programs in Industrial Engineering Technology. 
* * * * * * * * 
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ABSTR~CTS OF r·1~STER ' S DEGREE RESEA.RCH HEPORTS AND THESES 
TITLE: A Comparison of a GASP and a GPSS S~lation of an 
AVL Operational Systen 
CANDIDATE: Barry Walden DuPuis 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. Robert D. Doering 
ABSTRACT 
The pUT_IX)se of this research report is to canpare two simulation lang-
uages; GASP and GPSS. An econanical comparison was perfo:rmed by simulating 
the same systan i n each l~ouage and examining parameters such as run time, 
core size, program tTine, and debug time . A statistical comparison of the 
results of the system simulation was also performed using a 90% confidence 
level testing procedure . The systen simulated was the proposed Orlando Po-
lice Department Autanatic Vehicle Locator (AVL) Operational Syste:n. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: An Inter active Incane Tax Preparation Systen 
CANDIDATE: Karen W. Ehlert 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr . Christian S. Bauer 
ABST RA C T 
The systen described in this research report canputes ~975 Federal in-
come tax for those who itEmize deductions. The systen user calls the program, 
written in roR:rRAN IV, f ran a computer terminal, and then types answers to 
questions asked by the program. The user is given the opportunity to make 
corrections in the answers, and then the system calculates and prints out 
info:rmation necessary to complete the IRS Fo:rm 1040 and Schedule A. The 
paper contains a description of the system, an explanation of the program, 
recommendations f or f ut ure revision, and suggestions for expansion of the 
system. Four appendices contain IP~1 Form ~040 and Schedule A, sample cases, 
a complete program l i sting , and the gas tax and sales tax tables and tax 
rate schedules X, Y, and Z in which the tax is found. 
* * * * * * * * 
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TITLE: An Inter active Information System for Track · ng Studen 
Academic Progress and for Projecting Quart rly Cours 
Enrollments 
CANDIDATE: Marilyn S. Khorsandi 
FACULTY ADVIffiR: Dr. Christian S. Bauer 
ABSTRACT 
An interactive information system has been developed for the College o 
Engineering to prorrote faster and more accurat e t r ial advisenent interviews 
beuveen professors and the students they advise . This system also provides 
departmental administrative personnel with information to guide course sched-
uling. The system has the capability of providing t he fol l owing information 
concerning undergraduate students enrolled in the College of Engineering : 
1. A student 's acadEmic progress toward graduation. 
2. A projection for four quarters of enrollments i n engineering 
core courses. 
3. The current status of any course offered as a r equirement 
for obtaining a Bachelor's Degree in one of the Engineering 
disciplines. 
4. The current status of any program l eading t o a Bachelor's 
Degree in any of the Engineering discipli nes . 
The system provides the user with the additional capabi lities to : 
1. Update the database containing information pertaini ng to 
students enrolled in the College of Engineering . 
2. Update the database containing information concerni ng courses 
offered as a requirement for obtaining a Bachelor' s Degree 
in one of the Engineering disciplines. 
3. Update the database containing information concerning t he 
degree programs offered by the College of Engineer ing . 
The system is user oriented and operation does not r equi re any know-
ledge of computer prograrrming. Complete documentation is available to fa-
cilitate trouble-free user operation and progrrunming any desirable addition-
al capabilities in the future. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Energy Resource Allocation Optimization a Mixed 
Integer Prograrrming Fixed Charge Model 
CANDIDATE: Mashaallah Khorsandi 
FACULTY ADVIOOR: Dr. Benjamin W. Lin 
ABSTRACT 
A fixed charge rrodel has been developed for a case study o£ a total 
energy fDWer plant involving energy darands f or chilled water , h · gh tanpera ure 
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hot water, and el ectrical power. Using a FDRI'RAN computer program, which 
enploys the Land and Doig branch and oound algori thn, the systen n d 1 · s 
solved for different sets of sys tem denands for multiple energy users, and 
the following set of information is obtained to guide the decisions o op-
erations personnel: 
1. Recommended onjoff status f or each piece of equipment in 
the systen. 
2. Recommended rate of operation for each piece of machine y . 
3. Required amounts of diff erent t ypes of fuel to satisfy sys-
tem denands. 
4. A preferred path of flow through t he system for each type 
of energy purchased or produced within the system. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Aggregate Production Planning : Techniques and Canparison 
CM-IDIDATE : Farioorz Mazaheri -Meyoodi 
FAaJLTY ADVISOR: Dr. Benjamin W. Lin 
ABSTRACT 
Aggregate production planning models are of the greatest importance to 
operations management, since these plans enable management to utilize the 
:rmjor resources at its corrmand. In this report the structure of the aggre-
gate planning problem and a ntnnber of different approaches are reviewed and 
presented. Approaches are classified in three categories : a ) snoothing 
Irodels, b) production srroothing models, and c) production and v.Drkforce 
Irodels. The models are compared with respect to the cost structure, para-
meters estimation, forecast requirement, decis ion variables , computability 
and optimization techniques. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Work Sampling and Methods Improvements in 
Shipnent Preparation 
CANDIDATE: Michael P. McCann 
FACDLTY ADVISOR: Dr. Christian S. Bauer 
ABSTRACT 
A study was undertaken in the Shippi ng Center of Rohm and Haas Ch ·cal 
Company in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania to det ermine what course of act·on 
should be taken to reduce overall costs in a labor oriented shipment prepar-
ation operation. This activity, which currently utilizes a camp ement of 
twenty-seven people, involves the preshipnent labeling and stenciling of 
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product and customer information to metal drums and pails pl various o her 
preparation requirements. A work sampling was performed to detennine man-
power requirements by work category and this information \vas used to direct 
the methods improvenents study into the most lucrative areas. By trans r-
ring the responsibility of label and stencil preparation from the Shi ent 
Preparers, who work on the Shipping platforms, to Shipping Office personne , 
and by changing stencil cutting and label storage methods, a net r duct·on 
of five people is projected. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Management Systems Design and Development 
CANDIDATE: William F. Marwood 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. Robert D. fuering 
ABSTRACT 
A Management Information System (MIS) is an information network of op-
erations, practices, and procedures designed to meet the goals and objec ·ves 
of management. The purpose of MIS is to convert information into manag ent 
action. 
Management Information Systems are frequently criticized for not meet-
ing management objectives, as well as for being too costly and non-responsive 
to management's information needs. 
This paper addresses this problem by researching the methods used to 
design and develop Management Information Systems. Section I presents the 
MIS project approach. It discusses the project phases, their objectives, 
the methods used and the project docunentation. Section II is an analysis of 
the MIS project, pointing out the weaknesses and the reasons why the project 
itself is a success but often the end product quickly becomes unmanageable. 
Section III presents the changes that are required in the project objectives, 
the methods used, the personnel assigned and the docunentation. These changes 
will reduce the management risk of failure of the MIS project and incr as 
the probability of the end product meeting management needs. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Analytical and Experimental Investigation of 
Pumped Solar Hot Water Systems 
CANDIDATE: Jeffrey B. Pearce 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. Ronald D. Evans 
ABSTRACT 
A transient computer model of a forced circulation solar hot \vat r sys-
ten has been developed. The rrodel allows for capacitance effects by so v·ng 
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the energy balances on a four node rrodel of the solar collector. The ank 
model is designed to include the presence of an aLL~iliary heater and to 
allow for the nonideal condition of load drawoff . 
Five tests were done to validate the computer model. These tests · n-
clude a comparison of the computer simulation with exper~ental data nd 
model available in the literature . The results of these tests indic t h t 
the computer model is able to predict the collector inlet and outlet t nper-
atures within 10% for typical operating conditions . 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: A Canputer Graphics Analysis of a Freeway Merge 
Control System 
CANDIDATE: Thanas A. Risher 
FAa.JLTY ADVISOR: Dr. Orristian S. Bauer 
ABSTR ACT 
In 1975, C.S. Bauer completed a doctoral dissertation at the University 
of Florida which treated the Green Band Merging Control System on I-75 in 
Tampa, Florida. In this work, Bauer suggested the possibility for the use o 
computer graphics as a tool for analysis of the bands generated by the Green 
Band Control SystEm Simulation developed in his dissertation. The use of 
computer generated movies of the bands displayed to ramp drivers by the sys-
ten allows the comparison of various band control strategies without the need 
for field implementation and testing. With the goal of producing such fi~ 
in mind, the research topic discussed in this paper was undertaken. 
The report introduces the reader to son1e of the basic aspects of comr 
puter graphics and presents specialized computer software and interface hard-
ware for producing autanated canputer graphics movies fran a Tektronix 4010 
storage display. 
A brief discussion of the Tampa System and its associated simulation 
program is presented, and representative frames fran the rrovies of the Tampa 
System produced in the research are discussed. Suggestions for addit · ona 
work that could be tmdertaken in this research area conclude th r port. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: An Optimization :Model for Modular Incineration and Trans-
fer Station Location in Municipal Solid Waste Syst 
CANDIDATE: Ali Sajjadian 
FACXJLTY ADVISOR: Dr. Robert D. Doering 
ABSTRACT· 
Facility location models presently available in solid waste manag en 
are reviewed. From these models, one is adapted and mxlified to optimally 
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locate the modular i nciner at or plants and transfer stations for a typic 1 
rrrunicipal solid wast e systen. The criteria for optimization is deve oped 
in terms of rrrrnimum total oper ating and capital costs of the system. 
Recomnendations are made for t he use of the optimization nodel for 
locating modular incinerator pl ants and transfer stations by rrrunicipal solid 
waste managers. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Distributed Computing Systems : An Overview 
CANDIDATE: Haim (Jimny) Schwarzkopf 
FACULTY ADVIEDR: Dr. ChristianS. Bauer 
ABSTRACT 
Associative processors, parallel processors , content addressable parallel 
processors, neuvorks, and other architectures have been around the computing 
scene as 'Tiistributed Processing'' for sane time now. Several hundred papers 
have been \vritten discussing their use and desi gn but so far no academic 
work has tried to surrrnarize the field called ''Distributed Processing'' using 
a systems approach. 
This research report attempts to remedy this l ack. It attempts to gather 
into one place information that existed as of late 1976 in a format easily 
understandable by managers and systens engineers. The r eport deals also with 
certain issues of centralization and decentralization of EDP (Electronic Data 
Processing) facilities, created by the introduction of distributed computing 
systems into industries and businesses. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Applications of Fire Protect ion Models in Urban Planning 
CANDIDATE: Ronald George Thomas 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. Robert D. Doering 
ABSTR A CT 
Providing fire protection service can be handled in a number of ways. 
With respect to urban planning, a nmnber of varied techniques which can be 
applied to determining fire protection servi ce have been developed in recent 
years; these include rna thana tical rrodeling , computer simulation, and systems 
analysis. 
This research report present s a r eveiw of the factors associated with 
urban planning and fire protection; t he results of the investigations into 
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:. 
the fire protection service provided by Orange County, Florida, and F irf 
County, Virginia; and a survey of techniques \vnich can be us to determine 
the level of fire protection service needed in a given area. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: A Comparative Study of Forecasting Techniques for the 
U.S. Air Force Medical Material Managanent Systan 
CANDIDATE: Philip John Van Ess 
FACUL'IY ADVIEDR: Dr. Benjamin W. Lin 
ABSTRACT 
A computer simulation experTinent was conducted to evaluate and compare 
five individual forecasting rrodels across nine different danand patterns. 
The models were based on the Medical Material Management Systan used by the 
U.S. Air Force hospitals. Results indicated the best model varied depending 
on the demand pattern, the safety stock level, the noise level of the demand 
pattern, and the measure of forecast error. Across all danand patterns, ex-
ponential smoothing and 12~nth moving average were best for the short term 
forecast used by the system, regardless of noise level in the dEmllld pattern . 
Analysis of models within a single demand pattern showed, in most cases, 
several models as ranking equally well. When overall system requiranents 
were considered, the exponential smoothing method was by far the best choice. 
* * * * * * * * 
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f-'E(}tf-\'~I CAL ENGINEERING AND 1-\ERJSPACE SCIEI~CES 
Chairman: R. D. Evans 
Faculty: J. R. Beck, A. H. Hagedoorn, B. G. Ninrro, C. Nuckolls 
K. Prouty, R. Rapson, W. F. Smith, .: . A. Varney, G. G. Ventr 
D. B. Wall 
The faculty of the I\'Iechanical Engineering and Aerospace Sciences Depart-
n~nt continued a high l evel of productivity during the 1976-77 year . The 
increased work load brou~1t on by increasing enrollments and decreasing avail-
able resources continues to be a pr oblem . During the year ~As . Kathleen Prouty 
and Dr. Michael Varney joined t he faculty and Dr . Bruce G. Nimro went on leave 
of absence to the University of Petroleum and ~·tinerals, Dahran, Saudi a Arabia 
for a two year period to help t hem develop a viable solar energy research pro-
gram. 
The faculty continued to be active i n creative, sponsored research, pro-
fessional developrnent and public servi ce activities . A total of 37 publica-
tions, reports and presentations at technical meetings were produced by the 
faculty. Twenty uvo research proposals were prepared and submitted to out-
side funding agencies. In addition t he faculty of the department supported 
short course activities for the Naval Training Equipment Center, a series o 
energy seminars throughout the State of Florida under the sponsorship of the 
Energy Research and Development Administration and continued contract work 
with the Florida Department of Pollution Control and Orlando Utilities Commis-
sion for the calibration of stack gas pitot tubes . These activities brought 
the departn~nt's total new funded activi ties for the 1976-77 year to $118,600 
and total funded activities in force to $62 , 300 . Drs . Evans and Smith were 
selected to serve on the Technical Advisory Committee to the Florida Solar 
Energy Center. 
The faculty continued their active involvement in technical and pro-
fessional activities such as ASME, AIAA, ASCE, ASM , ASEE, Aa3, FES, NSPE, 
ISES, and ASA. Of the 10 current f aculty in the departrrEnt, 8 are now regis-
tered professional engineers in t he State of Florida. Five faculty hold a 
P.E. license in more than one s tate . The faculty also participated in nw r-
ous civic, educational and oannuni t y activities at the local, stat , and 
national level. 
The ASME Student Chapter under the leadership of Dr. Nuckolls was a 
highlight during the year. The s tudents designed and built a small 8 hors -
power single passenger vehicle and placed third overall in the National 1 ·ni-
Baja ~etition at Lafayette, Louisiana . A total of 15 Universities were 
involved in the competition. 
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PUBLICATIONS A~ PRESENTATIONS oF PROFESS IOrt~L PAPERS 
l. EVANS, R. D., and J. K. BEX:K, "Solubility Studies of Refrigerant- so ent 
Fluid Pairs for Sol ar Powered Air Conditioning Applications " Florida 
Scientist, Vol. 39, No. 3 , Sumner, 1976 . 
2. EVANS, E. D., "Ener gy Conservation in Building Designs," American Society 
of Civil Engineers (Fl orida Section ) , Annual Meeting, lake Buena Vista, 
FL, September 23-25, 1976. 
3. EVANS, R. D., and J. K. BECK, "Alternate Working Fluids for Solar Air 
Conditioning Applications ," Proceedings of the ERDA Solar Heating and 
Cooling Forum, Miami, FL, December 13- 15 , 1976. 
4. PHilLIPS, R. L., and R. D. EVANS, ''A New Flat Plate Solar Collector 
Using Total Internal Ref l ection (TIR) for Light Trapping,'' Proceedings 
of the Flat Plate Solar Collector Conference, Orlando, FL, February 28 -
March 2, 1977. 
5. EvANS, R. D., and D. N. GREELEY, "A Preliminary A.ssessnent of a Heat Pipe 
Flat Plate Collector," Proceedings of the Flat Plate Solar Collector Con-
ference, Orlando, FL, February 28 - March 2, 1977 . 
6. EVANS, R. D., and D. N. GREELEY , ''The Anal ysis, Design and Thermal Per-
formance of a Heat Pipe Flat Plate Collector," Proceedings of the Inter-
national Solar Energy Society - Amer i can Section, Vol . l, Sec. l-13, 
Orlando, FL, June 6-10, 1977. 
7. HAGEIXX)RN, A. H., "Solar Energy Home Design and the Programnable Calcu-
lator," First International Confer ence on Mathematical Modeling, 
St . louis, Missouri, May 16, 1977. 
8. NUCKOI.J..S, C. E. , and R. F . I0.\1INGUEZ, ''Large Displacement Mooring Dynam-
ics," Offshore Technology Conference, Houston, TX, May 2-5, 1977. 
9. RAPSON, R. C. JR., ''The Metri c System as it Applies to the Citrus Indus-
try,'' Trans. 1977 Citrus Engineering Conference, ASME, Lakeland, FL, 
March, 1977. 
10. SMITH, W. F., ttPerformance of Sun- Lite-r (Premium) as compared to Ord·-
nary Glass as a Glazing Mat erial for Flat-Plate Collector," Flat-Plate 
Solar Collector Confer ence and Wor kshop, Orlando, FL, February 28 -
March, 1977. 
11. Stv1ITH, W. F. , ''Performance of l.exan as Canpared to Ordinary Glass as a 
Glazing Material for Fl at-Plat e Solar Collectors," International Solar 
Energy Society Solar World Proceedings Conference, Orlando, FL, 
June 6-9, 1977. 
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12. VARNEY, A. M. , et. a.l . , ''Liquid Propellant I3urr\ing Rate . .Iea..surement 
Techniques," CPIA Publication No . 138, January, 1977. 
13. VARNEY, A. M., et·. al., "Erosion of Powder : Ietallurgy Altuninwn Alloys 
by Hot Propellant Gases,'' AS!,1E J of Engineering Materials and Technology, 
February, 1977. 
14. VENrPtE, G. G., "Environmental Acoustics Newsletter,'' Coordinating Com-
mittee on Environmental Acoustics, Acoustical Society of ftJnerica, Orlando 
FL, Smnner, 1976 . 
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CONFEREIJCES, ~OPKS! ·!OPS, SHORT COURSES AT 
VIH I CH RESULTS oF RESEARCH hfRE CO~l1UN I CA TED 
1. Southeastern Seminar of Thermal Sciences, University of Virgin· , Ch -
lottesville, VA, June 8, l97G, ' 1Solubili ty Studies of Re rigerant-
Absorbent Fluid Pairs for Solar Powered Air Conditioning Application " 
(Beck, Evans) 
2. FIU I AIA Workshop, ''Energy as a Design Criteria,' 1 Sumner 1976. (Evans) 
3. American Society of Civil Engineers - Florida Section Annual Meeting, 
Lake Buena Vista, :FL, September 23-25, 1976, ''Energy Conservation in 
Building Designs.'' (Evans ) 
4. Thirteenth JANNAF Pr opulsion Meeting, U. S . Naval Post Graduate School, 
Monterey, CA, Septanber 1976, "Liquid Propellant Burning Rate Measurement 
Technique. '' (Varney ) 
5. . FlU Seminar, October 13, 1 976 , ''Developing Noise Awareness Prograrns. '' 
(Ventre) 
6. Florida Chapter of t he Acoustical Society of America, Gainesville, FL, 
October ~5, ~976, "Aeroacoustics." (Ventre) 
7. Florida Chapter of the Acoustical Society of America, Gainesville , FL, 
October ~5, 1976, ''The Concorde . ' 1 (Ventre) 
8. FES/FIU Professional Engineer Review Course, Fall ~976. (Evans, Rapson) 
9. Fourth Annual Meeting on FAE , Eglin Air Force Base, :FL, Decanber 1976, 
''Deflagration to Detonation Transition Using Pyrophonic Initiators." 
(Varney, Summerfield) 
.10. Zero Population Growth, College of Humanities and Fine Arts and Flor·da 
Endownent f or the Humanities Conference on "Will My Child Have a Ho 
of His ONn?'' ''Can Technology Help to Solve Present and Future Prob _ 
Related to Hane Owner s hip?" FTU, Orlando, :FL, February 24-25, 977. 
(Evans) 
1.1. ERDA Flat Plate Solar Collector Conference, Orlando, FL, February 28-
March 2, 1977. 
a) "A Preliminary Assessment of a Heat Pipe Flat Plate Collector." 
(Evans, Greel ey ) 
b) "A New Flat Plate Solar Collector Using Total Internal Reflec-
tion (TIR) f or Light Trapping." (Evans, Phillips) 
c) "Perfonnance of Sun- Lite I (Premium) as Canpared to Ordinary 
Glass as a Glazing Material for Solar Collectors." (Smith) 
12. Citrus Engineering Conference, ASME, Lal<.eland, :FL, March 1C377, ' The 1e-
tric Systen as it Applies to the Citrus Industry." (Rapson) 
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13. AIME National Meeting , Atlanta , GA, April 7, 1 977 , ''The Effect f , 0 . 57 
Ag Collector as the Age Strengthener of an Al-4 . 57 Cu- 1 . 57 Mg Alloy . " 
(Smith, White, Sulouff) 
14. Offshore Technology Conference , Houston , TX, ·lay 3, 1977 , "Lurge Displace-
ment Mooring Dynamics. 11 (Nuckolls) 
15. American Chemical Society, Pensacola, FL , May 13, 1977, ' 'The Real Story 
on the Energy Crisis. '' (Ventre) 
16. The National Swimning Pool Institute, P:.egion VII, Orlando, FL, May 19-
20, 1977, "System Sizing and Economics of Solar Pool Heaters . 1 ' (Evans) 
17. The International Solar Energy Society - American Section, Orlando, :FL , 
Jllile 6-10, 1977. 
a) "The Analysis, Design and Thennal Performance of a Heat Pipe Flat 
Plate Collector." (Evans, Greeley) 
b) ''Perfonnance of Lexan as Ccmpared to Ordinary Glass as a Glazing 
Material for Solar Collectors." (&ruth) 
c) "Energy Resources and the Future, Solar Energy and the Classrocm . " 
(Ventre) 
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TITLE: Calibration of Stack Gas Pitot Tubes 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IDR: l'ilr. J. K. Beck, P .E. 
SIDNSORING AGENCY: Orlando Utilities Carrnission 
ABSTRACT 
A continuing progrrun is unde~vay to calibrate various pitot tubes for 
use in making air pollution measuranents in stack gases . The calibrations 
are carried out over a range of flow conditions utilizing the FIU subsonic 
wind tunnel . 
******** . 
TITLE: A Preliminary Evaluation of Solar-Activated 
Dessiccant Systems for Supplementary Comfort 
Conditioning of Residential Environments 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IDR: Mr. J. K. Beck, P.E. 
SIDNSORING AGENCY: FTU Office of Graduate Studies and Research 
ABSTRACT 
This effort has been directed tovvard the lowering of the humidity ratio 
utilizing dessiccants which may be reactivated by solar energy . Both solid 
and liquid dessiccants have been evaluated. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: The Application of Heat Pipes for Solar Space 
Heating 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IDR: Dr. R. D. Evans, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: Florida Solar Energy Center 
ABSTRACT 
A project has been initiated to assess the feasibility of utilizing a 
combination solar collector - heat pipe system for space heating. An 
analysis of such a system is underway to detennine the best method of sev r-
al alternatives which offers the most potential for achieving a \IDrkable 
space heating system. An experimental system will be designed and tested in 
the laboratory to determine the thermal performance characteristics of the 
systen. 
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PUBLICATIONS: Evans, R. D. and :!) . N. Greeley, ''A Preliminary 
Assessnent o£ a Heat Pipe Flat Plate Solar Coll c-
tor," Proceedint;s of the ERDA Flat Plate Solar 
Collector Conference Orllli1do Florida, February 28-
March 2, 1977. 
Evans, R. D. , and D. N. Greeley, ''The Analysis, 
Design and Thermal Perforr:~nce of a Heat Pipe Flat 
Plate Collector,'' Proceedings of the International 
Solar Energy Society, annual meeting of the Ameri-
can Section, Orlando, Florida, June 6-10, 1977. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: STAR 76-021, Solar Heating in State Buildings 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IDR: Dr. R. D. Evans, P. E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: Florida State Energy Office -Department of 
Administration 
ABSTRACT 
An analysis is being carried out to identify state buildings which offer 
the highest potential for the installation of a solar v~ter heating system. 
A solar systan is sized for each building identified and a cost estimate for 
the systan is made. A life cycle cost analysis is being conducted for each 
solar system to predict the net life time energy savings and payback period. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Solar Energy Horne Design 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IDR: Dr. A. H. Hagedoorn, P. E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: Fill Office of Graduate Studies and Research 
GRANI' NUMBER: 182000044 
ABSTRACT 
The application of the hand calculator to solar energy home design. 
* * * * * * * * 
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TITLE: Solar System Survey II 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAWRO: Dr. B. G. N:irrno and Dr. R. D. Evans, P.E . 
8roNSORING AGENCY: Flor i da Solar Energy Center 
AB STRA C T 
This project involves the canpl etion of the mobile solar testing and 
recording system and its use in testing instal led domestic hot water syst ~ 
in the State of Florida. 
PUBLICATION: 
TITLE: 
Ni.rrrro, B. G., "Testing of Flat Plate Solar Call c-
tors and Solar Hot Water Systems,'' Florida Acad y 
of Sciences Solar Syn1posium Volume, In Press . 
* * * * * * * * 
Monitoring and Evaluation of Residential Solar Vater 
Heaters 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS: Dr. B. G. Nimno and Dr . R. D. Evans, P .E. 
SIDNSORING AGENCY: Department of the Navy - Naval Training Center, 
Facilities Command 
ABSTRACT 
Three residential size solar water heaters were monitored over a period 
of 21 days to determine the overall thennal per formance of the three systems. 
The nnnitoring program was carried out with the FlU Mobile Solar Laboratory 
(STAR). The raw data vvas received by a canputer program and instantaneous 
efficiencies and average daily efficiencies calculated for each solar water 
heater. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: State Technology Applications Center (STAC) 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. C. E. Nuckol l s , P . E. 
SIDNSORil'KJ AGENCIES: NASA/SUS STAR/Florida Department of Corrmerce 
ABSTRACT 
A joint project of the State Univer sity System, NASA, and the Florida 
Department of Commerce, STAC is a computer based information retrieval sys-
tem which offers users rapid access to NASA and other data bases storing 
data on more than ten million published articles related to virtually every 
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field of human endeavor. Tl1is ser vice to business and industry is ava·l ble 
through field offices of the Departnent of Ccmnerce and the Engineering 
Colleges at FTU, USF, and UF. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Instruction in Cont rol Systems Analysis 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA1DR: Dr. R. C. Rapson, P. E. 
SFONSORING AGENCY : ~TIC 
ABSTRACT 
A one quarter short course was developed and presented at the NTEC on 
the subject of Control Systems Analysis. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: NTEC Course 76-77 - Computer Engineering 
PRINCIPAL INVFSriGA1DRS: Dr. R. C. Rapson, P.E. and Dr. B. W. Patz, P .E . 
SFONSORING AGENCY: NrEC 
GR.At"Vr NUMBER: 033502008 
ABSTRACT 
Course II - Software Programning Problans and Solutions focused on 
practical applications. It emphasized programning basic philosophy(machine 
language, assembly language, compiler), Fortran progrrumming and engineering 
applications, numerical solution to difference equations , programming errors, 
etc. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Performance of Glazi ng Materials for Solar Water 
Heaters 
PRINCIPAL I~"VESTIGA1DR: Dr . W. F. &nith, P.E. 
SFONSORING AGENCY: Florida Solar Energy Center 
ABSTRACT 
An evaluation was made of the performance of Kalwall Company's Sun-Lite-
r (premium), 0.040 in. sheet, as a glazing material for flat plate soar 
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collectors. 'I\vo identical f l at-plat e solar hot vvater heating system were 
set up side-by-side , one with a Sun-Lite cover and the other with ord'nary 
3/16 in. glass. On the basis of the hot \vater produced over 6-hr . t t 
periods, the Sun-Lite glazing mat erial ~~s found to be 80-85% fficient 
as the ordinary glass. 
PUBLICATION: Snith, W. F. , "Per formance of Sun-Lite-I (Pr ium) 
vs. (h~dinary Glass as Glazing ·~terials for Fl t-
Plate Solar Collectors, " Proceedings of the Flat-
Plate Solar Collector Conference, OTlando, Florida, 
February 28-March 2 , 1977. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Coal Combustor Design 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IOR: Dr. A. M. Varney 
SPONSORING AGENCY: FTU Office of Graduate Studies and Research 
GR.Al.'IT Nffi.:ffiER : 182000058 
ABSTRACT 
The DSR project proposes to develop a practical analytical model s~lat­
ing pulverized coal combustion in a volume limited systsn and to paramet-
rically explore the effects of coal particle size, particle residence time, 
and coal combustion kinetics on combustion intensity and heat r ecovery effi-
ciency. Further, the proposed in-house project would conduct preliminary 
planning and cost assessment for an FTU Coal Combustion Laboratory and prepare 
a document which would be presented to the Energy Research and Development 
Achninistration (ERDA) as a proposal in an effort to obtain grant support for 
a continuing project housed at FTU. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Support of iDeal Governments in Central Florida in 
Developing or Updat ing Noise Ordinances 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IDR: Dr. G. G. Ventre 
SPONSORII~ AGENCY: State of Florida Department of Pollution Control 
ABSTRACT 
TI1is continuing project invol~es assist i ng local goverrunents in Centra 
Florida in updating or developing noise ordinances . Efforts include research 
into the various approaches available , monitor ing of existing noise levels at 
selected locations, r~nmending levels f or various zoning categories and or 
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various products, assistance in selecting 1neasuri ng and recording instrL~ n-
tation, training of enforcffuent personnel, publ ic education, etc . 
* * * * * * * * 
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RESUf '1ES oF UNSPCl!SOROJ RESEARCH . 
TITLE: The Design and Testing of an Optical Solar Energy 
Collector 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IDRS: Dr. R. D. Evans, P.E. and Dr . R. L . Phillips 
ABSTRACT 
A 2 ft x 3 ft laboratory prototype plexiglass optical trap (index of re-
fraction u = 1. 5) was designed and built to be used as a solar energy col ec-
tor. The optical trap works on the principle that all the incoming sol 
radiation passing through a transparent surface of index of refraction u1 wil 
be trapped inside a triangular channel filled with a fluid of index of refrac-
tion u2 provided u2>u1. Preliminary data indicates the collector will pro-
vide temperatures of 1400p when vvater (u = 1 .33) is the collector fluid. How-
ever, extensive testing of the collector vnll be conducted utilizing working 
fluids vvith nmch higher indexes of refraction. 
TITLE: 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IDR: 
* * * * * * * * 
Design of a Calibration Device for Piezoelectric 
Pressure Transducers 
Dr. R. C. P~pson, P.E. 
ABSTRACT 
Analysis and preltminary design of a calibration device for piezoelec-
tric pressure transducers for measurEment of solar energy collection and usage 
hours developed. Further work is necessary to fabricate and test the device. 
TITLE: 
PRINCIPAL INVESriGA'IDR: 
* * * * * * * * 
Performance of Glazing Materials for Solar Wat 
Heaters 
Dr. W. F . &nith, P.E. 
ABSTRACT 
An evaluation has been made of the performance of General Electric ~ 
pany's Lexan, 0.060 in. sheet, as a glazing material for single-glazed lat-
plate solar collectors. Results showed that for clear sky condit·ons :xan 
\vas slightly superior to ordinary glass . However, under intermittent c oud 
conditions, the efficiency of Lexan covers decreased to 95% of glass. 
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PUBLICATION: 
TITLE: 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IDR: 
Smith, W. F. "Perfonnance of Lexan vs. Ordinary 
Glass as Glazing 11aterials for Flat-Plate Solar 
Collectors, 11 Proceedings of the 1C377 Annual ~eet­
ing of the American Section of the International 
Solar Energy Society, Orlando, Florida, June 6-
1 0 , 1977 . 
* * * * * * * * 
An Evaluation of Selected Vegetable Oils as Possi-
ble Fuels for IC Engines 
Dr . D. B. Wall, P .E . 
ABS TRACT 
An a~amination of s elected vegetable oils as fuel sources for small in-
ternal combustion engines has been initiated. A library research will be con-
ducted \vith initial experiments to follow. 
* * * * * * * * 
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ABSTRACTS OF NL\STER 1 S DEGREE RESEARCH REPJRTS ,1\f.!D TI4ESES 
TITLE: Nose Tip Recession ,1easuring Systen for Hype -
sonic Test Vehicles 
CANDIDATE: J ames Anthony Brown 
FACULTY ADVIOOR: Dr. Ronald D. Evans 
A BS T RACT 
A method is presented which permits the measure of nose tip recession 
of re-entry vehicles and advanced terminal interceptors by employing a double 
choked flow coolant gas systan. Recessi on of the tip results in an increased 
exit flow area which reduces the t otal pressure of the gas in the blast tube. 
Measurement of the blast tube pressure and gas generator (chamber) pressure 
will produce an effective measurement of t he nose tip recession as long as 
choked flow (i.e., sonic velocity) is maintained in both the tip exit area 
and the gas generator throat area. 
Governing flow equations documented in the literature are developed for 
double choked flow. Hypersonic wind tunnel test data are presented to veri-
fy the developed flow equations and to identify the mass flow ratios nee s-
sary to sustain double choked f low. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Analytical and Experimental Investigation of 
Thermosyphon Solar Hot Water Systems 
CANDIDATE: William E. Clark 
FAa.JLTY ADVIOOR: Dr. Ronald D. Evans 
ABST RACT 
A computer simulation of a thermosyphon system allowing load drawo 
and non-ideal weather conditions has been developed . The model is restric d 
to the more common single cover, flat plate collector system. Using an ana y-
sis based on the present literature , this model calculates the energy ab-
sorbed by the collector, the t emperature distribution through the system, and 
the corresponding flow rate. 
Experimental data for a non-ideal day is compared to the computer sim-
ulation. Results of this canparison indicate that the desired parameters, 
flow rate, collector inlet and outlet temperatures, and the mean taru< emper-
ature can be predicted by this model to within 10 percent. 
* * * * * * * * 
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TITLE : Selection Considerations for a Servovalve 
CANDIDATE: Frank J. Niemas, Jr . 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. Ri chard C. Rapson, Jr . 
ABSTRACT 
Servovalves are a key factor in determining the performance character-
istics of an electrohydraulic position servo . This paper examines the inter-
relationships beDveen servovalve parruneters and system requirements . 
A brief description of t he configuration and operation of a typ·c 
servovalve is presented . Key servovalve parruneters are identified, defined, 
and discussed. System performance considerations are identified, and the 
interrelationships between syst em requirements and servovalve parruneters are 
examined. Examples of servoval ve parameters for missile, aircraft and in-
dustrial systems are given to illustrate the effect of system requirements 
on a servovalve. Finally , general guidelines for selecting and specifying 
servovalve paran1eters are given . 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Aging Characteristics of an Aluminurrr4.5% 
Copper-1.5% Magnesiun1 Alloy 
CANDIDATE: Robert Earl Sulouff, Jr . 
FAa.JLTI ADVISOR: Dr. Wi lliam F . Smith 
ABSTRACT 
The effects of quenching conditions, single-step and two-step aging 
treatments on the tensile pr operties of an Al-4.5% Cu-1.5% Mg alloy has been 
investigated. Results indicate that two distinctly different precipit tes 
of GPB and S' form during aging . Single-step aging at 1400G, 1600C and 1900C 
indicated that 24 hours at 1600C produced ogtimlnn stre~th (67. ksi ~S). 
Two-step aging for 3 days at 1400C plus 190 C resulted 1n a sl1ght ncr 
in strength over singl e-step aging at 1900C. Slow (oil) quenching as we 
as direct quenching improved the tensile properties when aged at 190°C. 
Reversion occurred s lowl y over the temperature range 250°C to 350°C. 
* * * * * * * * 
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EJ.lG I NEERif ~G TECHNOLOGY 
Chainnan: R . G. Denning 
Faculty: H. L. Griffith , J. W. Hubler , and K. W. Osborne 
The Engineering Technology Department made s i gni ficant progress during 
1976-77. The number of full-time faculty was doubled as Dr . Denning was 
appointed as Chairman and J. W. Hubler vla.s changed frOIYl adjunct to Visiting 
Professor. The rapid growth in student enrollment of the early years of the 
ENT program appears to have ended and will be f oll owed by a period of st -
bili ty and gradual increase. In the Winter Quarter of 1977 , 237 students 
were enrolled compared to 225 in Winter of 1976. Stmmer enrollment was 141 
in 1977 and 144 in the surrrrer of 1976. The productivi ty of the department 
remained high during 1976-77. 
During 1976-77, 65 BET Degrees were awarded increasing the total number 
of graduates to over 100 since the program began. Those graduating in the 
Spring of 1977 included a number of students who completed t he majority of 
the ENT program at the FTU fh~evard Resident Center. 
The ENT Program at the Brevard Resident Center continued during the 
year with approximately 55 active students. An adequate number of ENT cur-
riculum courses were offered during the evening, usually three courses per 
quarter, and class enrollments indicated continued s tudent interest in the 
BET program. At least two evening courses per quarter are scheduled at BRC 
for 1977-78 and the program is expected to continue to be an important part 
of FTU's ENT Department. 
The Department continued to offer evening courses duri ng 1976-77 , aver-
aging three courses per quarter. During 1977-78 at l east three courses per 
quarter will be offered during the evenings on the main campus to provide 
working students in the Orlando area the opportunity to earn the BE!' while 
holding full-time jobs. 
Efforts to maintain and promote articulation with the community/ junior 
colleges were increased during 1976-77. The additional full-time faculty 
provided some relief for the heavy student advisement load and a lowed more 
time for visits with faculty and students at the two-year colleges in the 
State. Academic advisement remains a major t ask as a~st all ENT students 
have transfer credit to be petitioned, but rros t student records are now up 
to date due to the extra effort of the faculty during 1976-77. 
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. . 
PUBLICATIONS AND PRESEHfATIOi~S oF PROFESSIONAL PAPERS 
l. GRIFFITH, H., "Sample Problens and Solutions for Industrial Engineering 
Teclmology Examination,'' NSPE Institute for Certification of Engineering 
Technicians, 1977. 
2. OSIDRNE, K. , "\'lanted: Challenging Assignments," Electronics Engineering 
Times , Jlay , 1977 . 
3. OSEORN"E, K., ''Digital Laboratory Workbook," Florida Technological Univer-
sity- ~~gineering Technology Departn1ent, 36 pages, Spring 1977. 
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aJNFERENCIS I ~A/ORKSHOPS I SHORT COUR:;ES AT 
¥M I 01 ~SULTS oF RESEAR01 WERE CDrl\1JNI CATED 
1. Continuing Education Iepartrnent at Southern Technical Institute, January 
and AUooust, 1976, Conducted Mathematics and Thenrodynamics sections of 
Engineer in Training Exam preparation course. (Denning) 
2. Florida Technical Education Association, Orlando, FL, August 10, 1976, 
"Engineering Technology Articulation Accomplishments over the Past Four 
Years." (Griffith) 
3. Florida Organization for Recruiting Minorities, Fru, Orlando, FL, Fall 
Meeting 1976. (Denning) 
4. ManagerrBnt Seminar, Luria Brothers, Burns Harbor, Indiana, October 9, 1976 . 
(Hubler) 
5. Seminar for Counselors and Administration at Brevard CC, October 14, 1976, 
"Engineering Technology Articulation." (Griffith) 
6. Seminar for Faculty, Administration and Counselors at Broward CC, Ft. 
Lauderdale, FL, February 4, 1977, "Engineering Technology Articulation." 
(Griffith) 
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RESUf'lES OF Uf~SPONSORED RESEARCH 
TI'ILE: 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: 
Study of lower Level Industrial Engineering Tech-
nology 
Mr. H. L. Griffith, P.E. 
ABSTRACT 
Three Commmity Colleges in Florida (Manatee , Seminole, and Brevard) have 
Industrial Engineering two year Technology programs. I now have the course 
content of each program and plan to detennine the coTlTOC)n courses and credits 
required. From this information I hope to establish a corrmon two year Indus-
trial Technology program for the State of Florida and evaluate how the curri-
culum articulates into the FTU Engineering Technology program. 
TITLE: 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: 
* * * * * * * * 
Lower Division Requirements for Environmental Tech-
nology 
1tt. H. L. Griffith, P.E. 
ABSTRACT 
Activities were limited to evaluating the potential of our Environmental 
Technology program. Our state has only one lower level Environmental Tech-
nology program (Brevard Conmuni ty College) . The Brevard program is strong 
and provides us with 8 to 10 students per year. In the past we have had 6 to 
8 additional students per year from out of state and other sources. This 
did not happen in the Fall of 1976, probably due to out-of-state student re-
strictions. The lower level Envirornnental Technology programs in the United 
States are varied. Some are health allied, with anphasis on microbiology. 
Students with rracrobiology backgrounds apparently make good Environmental T ch-
nology students. 
Fortunately, our Environmental courses are compatible for students in-
terested in Construction, Design, and Industrial Technologies. Our Environ-
mental Technology courses have averaged 15 to 25 students due to Operat · ons 
and Design students who need electives or have an interest. My overall con-
clusions are that we should make no Environmental Module changes at this time 
because: 
a. All of our Environmental graduates appear to find appropriate 
employment in the environmental field. 
b. We need the courses as electives for Operations and Design Module 
majors. 
c. If out-of-state students are now being accepted, we may increase 
our enrollment . 
d. There are few four year Environmental programs in the United 
States. 
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e. We could at same future date start a Construction Technology 
:Module with minimal effort . The waste water and hydraulics 
courses are compatible in the Construction ·Module with no rrodi-
fication. This could further increase class enrollment . 
TITLE: 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IDR: 
* * * * * * * * 
lDwer Division Mathematics Requirements for Engi-
neering Technology 
Mr. H. L. Griffith, P .E. 
ABSTRACT 
In the context of the technology progrrun, there are at least uvo methods 
of viewing mathematical requirements . The first method is to take the view 
that all technologies should have the same mathematics education and training 
regardless of rrodule. The second, a rrore sophisticated approach, is to allow 
variations, allowing the student to tal~e the minimum mathematics needed to 
accomplish his or her module. One individual module, electronics, appears to 
require a more complex mathematics training than the normal. In general, I 
am leaning toward the approach that students in the community colleges com-
plete algebra, trigonometry, and a min~ of five credits of applied calcu-
lus. I would like to see this made standard for Florida. 
With the above in mind, our Technology department will run two sections 
of ENT 303 during the fall quarter, one group for the electronics majors, the 
other for environmental, design, and operations. The two courses will vary 
slightly depending upon needs at this institution. As an example, the elec-
tronics students will concentrate on mathematics needed to solve applied elec-
tronics problems whereas the other group will concentrate on mathematics 
needed to solve various problems including statistics. Mr. Osborne will teach 
the two classes, keep a record of their progress, and make a short written 
report concerning the outcorre. We then hope to follow the students through 
their formal math sequence to see if the practice is of value. 
TITLE: 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IDR: 
* * * * * * * * 
Determine Lower and Upper Level Course Requirements 
for Engineering Technology Electronics 
Mr. K. W. Osborne, P .E. 
ABSTRACT 
It was detennined that we need to expose students to rrore integrated c · r-
cui t building blocks. Many corrmuni ty college programs are deficient in this 
area. Numerous manufacturers' data l:xx:>ks and application manuals were order-
ed for the libraTy. 
* * * * * * * * 
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TI'ILE: Digital Circuit Laboratory Lmprovenent 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IDR: Mr . K. W. Osoorne, P .E. 
ABSTRACT 
A 35 page l ab manual containing tests for 20 integrated circuits was 
prepared. CMOO logic was introduced . 
·******** 
TITLE: Power Transmission Course Developnent 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IDR: Mr . K. W. Osborne, P .E. 
A BST RACT 
The course content of our new power course was dete:rmined. Three visits 
to Florida Power facilities wer e made. Literature was obtained from Florida 
Power and pertinent reference l:x:>oks were ordered for the library. 
* * * * * * * * 
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